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RA Wffl Aid This Weekend’s 
ENJOYING PORTLAND — A mother and child explore the Old Port 
section of the city. Student photo by Scarpaci. 
by Jamie Merisotis 
Staff Reporter 
In a decision that took two meet¬ 
ings and several debates to decide, 
the Representative Assembly (RA) 
will financially aid the Forum on 
Human Awareness’ upcoming con¬ 
cert by Holly Near. 
The decision on whether to res¬ 
cind the $500 that was allocated last 
week was turned down in a final vote 
by RA members, 30-13. This deci¬ 
sion, however, did not occur until 
Wednesday, when a special RA 
meeting was called to decide the 
issue. 
The controversy began on Mon¬ 
day when RA treasurer Jeff Porter 
introduced Gail Johnston, co¬ 
coordinator of the Forum on 
Human Awareness, who was pres¬ 
ent to answer questions raised as to 
where the money from the concert 
was going. 
Johnston announced that 10 per¬ 
cent of the money paid to Holly 
Near is subsequently donated to 
non-radical nuclear disarmament 
groups. This fact, which did not sur¬ 
face when the original vote to allo¬ 
cate the money was taken, touched 
off a furious debate among RA 
members. 
Much of the debate was ironically 
not on the issue itself, but instead on 
whether it should be discussed. 
According to parliamentary proce¬ 
dure, the by-laws of an assembly 
must be waived by a two-thirds 
majority in order to discuss rescind¬ 
ing a vote already taken. 
The first vote on whether to waive 
the by-laws fell one short of a two- 
thirds majority, 26 to 14. But after a 
recall vote was requested, the affir¬ 
mative position prevailed, 28 to 13. 
At this point a motion was 
made and seconded that the money 
This Week 
Inside this week’s Bates Student, 
our Parent’s Weekend edition, you’ll 
find a special Leisure section on the 
Old Port in Portland. A vanload of 
reporters and photographers sampled 
the Old Port and filed this report. 
Page 17. 
Our special report deals with acti¬ 
vism at Bates, both past and present. 
Page 3. 
The Bobcat football squad picked 
up its first victory last weekend, but 
that’s just one of the many sports 
stories inside this week. Catch the 
profile of the men’s cross country 
captain. Page 5. 
Sue Pope wrote a short story, 
“Lee’s Room,” special for The Bates 
Student, and you can see that on 
page 11. 
In the arts and entertainment sec¬ 
tion, you’ll find reviews of all sorts. 
This week, Arts Editor Margaret 
Orto fills us in on Holly Near’s latest 
album, “Speed of Light.” Page 10. 
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CBS at Bates: 
It Still Could Happen 
by Jeff Roy 
Editor-in-Chief 
If CBS were to ask Bates College 
for the rights to televise one of its 
football games again, what would be 
the response? 
That question was posed to Presi¬ 
dent T. Hedley Reynolds this week. 
His answer: “We’d consider it.” 
The president wouldn’t elaborate. 
He simply clarified his position from 
last week in which CBS’s offer to 
televise the Bates-Middlebury con¬ 
test was turned down, which stated: 
“We’re planning on many alumni 
returning to campus this weekend, 
and switching the football game 
would not only be extremely diffi¬ 
cult for the college but a great incon¬ 
venience to our alumni, who expect 
to see a game on Saturday.” 
He went on to cite philosophical 
reasons for turning down the offer as 
well. 
However, all was not lost with 
that one decision. The NFL strike is 
no where near over, and television 
will be looking for something (pref¬ 
erably football) to air on Sundays. 
In an interview with the Student 
this week, CBS spokesman Len 
DeLuca noted, “1 don’t dare predict 
what we’re going to do. We’re going 
Near Concert 
be rescinded. Johnston interjected at 
this point before the debate began. 
“I think it’s a shame to penalize 
other clubs and other people,” she 
stated. “I don’t think you can make 
the decisions for a club.” 
Many RA members apparently 
disagreed that they were contem¬ 
plating punishment, citing the fact 
that their allocation was made with¬ 
out prior knowledge of the 10% 
to play it on a week-to-week basis. 
But in a vacuum, 1 do not feel con¬ 
strained from going ahead and ask¬ 
ing schools like Bates (if they want to 
be on television) again.” 
“It was a problem for the schools 
in that our asking conflicted with 
plans already made for those week¬ 
ends. As 1 told the (Boston) Globe, 
we respect their decisions.” 
DeLuca said that the decision 
whether or not to air more Division 
3 games would depend on a number 
of factors. 
“First and foremost, we’d have to 
go to the NCAA and get approval to 
televise more Division 3 games,” he 
said. CBS had a contractual obliga¬ 
tion to televise four Division 3 
games this season, an obligation that 
was met last Sunday. 
DeLuca continued, “And then, it 
(the decision) would be based on our 
sales people. It depends on how the 
sales people look at our Division 3 
venture, whether we do it again. The 
ratings come in tomorrow.” 
DeLuca commented that many 
critics of CBS’s televising Division 3 
games claimed that football at that 
(Continued on Page 4) 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Division 3, Can You Beat It? 
Bates President T. Hedley Rey¬ 
nolds isn’t joking when he contends 
that Bates stands for academic con¬ 
cerns. “Here, academic concerns 
have first priority,” is the way he put 
it in his statement turning down 
CBS’s offer to televise the Bates- 
Middlebury game last weekend. 
Leigh Montville, Boston Globe 
sports columnist, captured the fla¬ 
vor of the Division 3 philosophy in 
an article in the Sept. 30, 1982 
Globe. 
The article, entitled “These guys 
have no time for the big time,” 
covered all bases - “No scholarships. 
No athletic dormitories. No long 
lines of banlon-shirted alumni with 
dollar bills in their hands.” 
Montville continued: 
“Friendly. Intimate. That is the 
Division 3 game. The coaches have 
been able to coach without standing 
between two state troopers. The 
players have been able to play with¬ 
out their mistakes shown again and 
again in slow-motion to professional 
scouts who are making career deci¬ 
sions. The few pompoms that have 
been waved have been waved by 
first-name friends. Pleasant. The 
games have been pleasant events. 
“The mad rush for notoriety never 
has been a football problem in these 
places. The game has remained a 
game, an extra-curricular diversion 
to be enjoyed and experienced the 
same way the debate club or the 
band or the student newspaper has 
been enjoyed and experienced. The 
students have been students, kids 
playing the game simply to play.” 
Division 3, can you beat it? 
Tune in, turn on, and please... take over 
In a vacuum, I do not feel constrained from going 
ahead and asking schools like Bates (if they want to 
be on television) again. 
—Len DeLuca, CBS Spokesman 
Leary Enlightens Chapel Audience 
by Derek Anderson 
News Editor 
Noted drug researcher and clini¬ 
cal psychologist. Dr. Timothy 
Leary, greeted his audience with a 
friendly grin and spent the rest of the 
evening humorously preaching 
optimism to an enchanted crowd of 
over 700 people on Wednesday 
night in the Chapel. 
Leary began his lecture by outlin¬ 
ing the two primary conceptions of 
our existance: creationism and evo¬ 
lution, but held both in contempt. 
He described God as a “paranoid 
condominium owner” whose con¬ 
dominium was the Garden of Eden. 
Leary said that there were “food and 
drug regulations” in which man was 
forbidden to eat the fruit from the 
tree of knowledge and when Eve 
gave Adam the apple, it marked the 
“first narcotics bust in history.” 
Leary described evolution on the 
other hand as “fourand a half billion 
years of mistakes” in which it takes a 
“million years to change a 
fingernail.” 
He said that we all started as amo- 
ebas and when things got crowded 
mutations developed, so we became 
fish. The fish “began hanging 
around the shore and sniffing oxy¬ 
gen” and the mammals formed “who 
were entirely concerned with terri¬ 
tory, like the Falkland Islands and 
(Continued on Page 4) 
STILL LAUGHING AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, Timothy 
addresses a full-house in the Chapel. Student photo by Wolansky. 
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Government denies selective prosecution of draft resisters 
If the government invokes cxccu- 1.OS ANGELES (UP1) TheJus- 
tice Department today denied that 
the federal government was selec¬ 
tively prosecuting vocal opponents 
of draft registration and requested a 
one-week delay to disprove' the 
charges. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney David 
Kline said during a court hearing 
that the government had not dis¬ 
criminated againt David Wayte. 21. 
of Pasadena. C'alif.choosing to 
prosecute him for failure to register 
for the draft. 
Defense attorneys have re¬ 
quested the White House release 
documents., pertaining to top level 
meetings with presidential aides and 
the outcome of the case could affect 
the administration's crackdown on 
draft registration resisters. 
U.S. District Judge Terry Hatter 
made a preliminary ruling last week 
that the government’s prosecution 
of Wayte was discriminatory 
because he was picked out from the 
estimated 674.000 young men who 
have failed to register for the draft. 
Hatter placed the burden of proof 
on the government to show its prose¬ 
cution of Wavte was not 
discriminatory. 
“There was absolutely no intent to 
single out a vocal (resister)." said 
Kline. “We did not engage in any 
kind of selective prosccuton.” 
The judge indicated he would 
grant the one-week delay to allow 
the government to prepare its case. 
Wavte's attorney. William Smith 
said outside court the judge told the 
government it must decide by Tues¬ 
day whether to invoke executive 
privilege and refuse to turn over doc¬ 
uments requested by the defense. 
Smith said they had requested 
documents relating to meetings 
between White House Counsel 
Edwin Meese and the Military Man¬ 
power Task Force. Those meetings, 
held between the summer of 1981 
and Jan. 1982. involved policy deci¬ 
sions regarding draft registration. 
Smith said. 
tive privilege, the judge must order 
some kind of sanction for refusal to 
turn over the documents. Smith 
said, adding that dismissal of the 
indictment against Wavte was a 
possibility. 
The Justice Department attor¬ 
neys were not immediately availabe 
to comment on the case. 
Three young men have already 
been convicted for failing to register 
and nine others have been indicted. 
Benjamin Sasway. 21. of Vista. 
Calif., was sentenced this week to 
two and half years in prison for ref¬ 
using to register. Enten Filer. 21. of 
Roanoke, Va.. was convicted and 
given 90 day s to register or face five 
years in prison, while Mark 
Schmucker. a 22-vear-old Menno- 
nite. is awaiting sentencing, 
Wayte. a former Yale philosophy 
student, said he refused to register 
for the draft in protest “my country’s 
aggressive military stance.” 
Swedes make 
contact with sub 
Iraq Sinks Two Iranian Ships In Gulf 
Bagdad.Iraq (DPI) The war 
between Iraq and Iran has escalated 
Thursday when Iraq said it sank 
two Iranian ships at the strategic 
Kharg Island oil terminal. 
In northwest Iran, armed oppo¬ 
nents of Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho¬ 
meini assassinated a religious 
leader and his son. 
Tehran Radio said “American 
hypocrites.” a derisive term for 
underground Mujahideen Khalq 
guerrillas, killed a Sunni Moslem 
mullah and his son in the politi¬ 
cally volatile Turkish-speaking 
region of Naghadeh. a center of 
opposition to the Shiite regime. 
The killings came amid fierce 
new fighting in the war between 
Iran and Iraq. Tehran radio said 
Iraq’s “oil installations and oil 
ports of Fav and Chahar Cheragh 
were set on fire Wednesday with 
the artillery fire of the Islamic 
(Iranian) forces." 
Iraq's official news agency ear¬ 
lier said two Iranian naval1 craft- 
were sunk Wednesday night near 
Kharg Island. Iran’s chief oil 
export terminal, and Iranian forces 
also were beaten back from the 
town of Mendali. 80 miles north¬ 
east of Baghdad. 
A Baghdad military spokesman 
did not specify the type of the two 
Iranian vessels said to have been 
destroyed in Wednesday night's 
action 5 miles southeast of Iran's 
Kharg Island. 
Tehran Radio said the front was 
quiet, despite the Iraqi claims. 
The two combatants’ southern 
neighbor, the United Arab Emi¬ 
rates. Thursday urged Iran to “take 
immediate action” to respond to 
international peace efforts, includ¬ 
ing three U.N. Security Council 
resolutions for a truee. 
Emirates President Sheikh Zayed 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan sent a mes¬ 
sage to Iranian President Saved Ali 
Khamenei, saying the war benefited 
only “the enemy of the Islamic world 
(Israel).” the United Arab Emirates 
news agency said Thursday. 
In Oslo. Norway. Iranian charges 
d'affaires Parviz Kha/ai resigned to 
protest the continuing war bv Kho¬ 
meini’s regime. Kha/ai told UPI he 
had asked Norway for asylum. 
The Paris-based exiled Front for 
the Liberation of Iran criticized Gulf 
states for denying asylum to anti- 
Khomeini Iranians, including “sev¬ 
eral Iranian military officers who 
with their families have been force¬ 
fully returned to Iran, where certain 
death awaits them.” They had 
hijacked a plane Sunday. 
Bates Briefs 
Fire Breaks Out in Parker 
A SMALL INCINERATOR 
FIRE broke out in Parker at 10 am 
Monday in the building’s basement. 
Lewiston fire-fighters were called to 
the scene to put out the fire, caused 
by a blocked flue. The fire-fighters 
cleared the pipe, thus allowing the 
smoke to pass freely up the chimney. 
No damage was reported, and fire¬ 
men returned to the station by 10:50 
am. 
CBS FINALLY FOUND a divi¬ 
sion three football game to televise 
last weekend. The game was 
between Wittenberg University and 
Baldwin. Pat Summeral and 
former Oakland coach John Mad¬ 
den handled the play-by-play. Bates 
refused the offer by CBS, Inc. to 
televise the game played here against 
Middlebury. 
THE SECURITY CRUISER 
WAS OUT OF ACTION early this 
week. Sometime on Sunday, a 
skunk mysteriously appeared inside 
the cruiser. Security suspects that 
the animal was placed there as a 
prank. As security attempted to 
remove the skunk, he “did his thing” 
all over the interior of the car. 
Finally a member of the mainte¬ 
nance staff had had enough of the 
foolishness and crawled into the car 
and proceeded to carry the skunk 
out. The cruiser was back in action 
on Tuesday. 
RALPH NADER WILL DEFI¬ 
NITELY SPEAK here on Thurs¬ 
day, Oct. 14. Bates had been trying 
to enter into a co-sponsorship with 
Bowdoin College. There was dis¬ 
agreement as to the times he should 
speak at the colleges, however, and 
Bates decided to attract Nader on its 
own. The college succeeded. A full 
house is expected to listen to Nader 
in the Chapel. 
Campus Briefs 
New Tenure Policy Installed at Colby 
A NEW TENURE POLICY was 
approved by faculty at Colby Col¬ 
lege on September 15. The existing 
system, revised in order to “maintain 
a balance between tenured and unte¬ 
nured faculty,” suggests that an aver¬ 
age of two thirds of eligible faculty 
members each year be granted 
tenure over the next two decades. 
However, no fixed quota will be 
imposed, and the main principle of 
tenure will continue to be those who 
are significant to “the educational 
welfare of the college.” 
FORTY-SEVEN COLBY STU¬ 
DENTS were living in temporary 
housing locations as of September 
13, according to figures released by 
the Colby Housing Office. Seven 
dorm lounges, and some guest 
rooms, were being utilized as tempo¬ 
rary housing sites. Associate Dean 
of Students Joyce McPhetres attrib¬ 
uted the housing shortage to the 
lower than anticipated attrition rate, 
to the fewer drop-outs and transfers 
at the beginning of the year than 
expected, and to the fact that frater¬ 
nities are not filled to maximum 
capacity. Of the thirty-eight men 
and nine women in temporary hous¬ 
ing, the majority were sophomores. 
THE BOWDOIN CHAPTER 
OF CHI PSI fraternity has been 
severed from the college for refusing 
to grant women equal local member¬ 
ship. Members of Chi Psi, a frater¬ 
nity which receives financial backing 
from its alumni corporation and its 
national chapter, cited finances as a 
factor in their decision to oppose the 
Governing Board’s policy of extend¬ 
ing to women the rights of “full and 
equal participation.” Two other fra¬ 
ternities, Zeta Psi and Delta Chi, 
have agreed to accept women as 
equal members. 
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE 
CHAPTER of the Phi Beta Kappa 
voted to stiffen eligibility require¬ 
ments for entrance into the honor 
society. The election at the end of the 
senior year will now be limited to the 
top 12.5 percent of the class, as 
opposed to the 25 percent elected in 
previous years. The change was 
made in order to bring criteria for 
election at Williams closer to criteria 
at comparable schools. 
DUE TO NEW FEDERAL 
RULES concerning financial aid, 
108 Amherst College students are 
not cleared to register for classes yet. 
The new requirements for extensive 
certification and documentation of 
student/parent incomes delayed the 
processing of applications for six 
weeks. Dean of Financial Aid Joe 
Case apologized for the delays, say¬ 
ing, “I sincerely regret starting the 
year off on a bad foot.” 
MUSKO. Sweden (UPI) The 
Swedish navy made fresh contact 
with a suspected Soviet submarine 
trapped near a secret military base 
Thursday and immediately. ex¬ 
ploded four more depth charges to 
force it to the surface, the navy said. 
Navy Commander Sven Carlsson 
said the new contact was made at 
9:30 a.m. F.DT near the northern 
entrance to Horsfjarden Bay. con¬ 
sidered the most likely spot for the 
submarine to attempt to break out 
of its week-long entrapment. 
be an “intentional invention to dis¬ 
turb relations with the Scandina¬ 
vian countries”. 
“The submarine is definitely not 
invented,” Ullsten said. “We have 
many signs that there is a submarine 
in Horsfjarden Bay.” 
Carlsson declined to comment on 
reports saying a magnetic homing 
mine known as “Malrn” had been 
used in the. search for the elusive 
submarine. Swedish newspapers 
said the homing device has been 
used on several occasions and at one 
point stuck to the submarine for 20 
“We have some indications that 
the submarine is still in Horsf¬ 
jarden.” he told a news conference. 
Navy ships and a submarine were 
blocking the north entrance to the 
bay. which separates the Musko 
naval base from the Swedish main¬ 
land. The submarine rescue ship 
Belos also moved into the area to 
join the search, officials said. 
The four depth charges were the 
first to be dropped since early Wed¬ 
nesday. More than 25 have been 
exploded in the bay since the hunt 
began six days ago when a periscope 
was spotted observing military exer¬ 
cises near the Musko base. 20 miles 
south of Stockholm. 
Foreign Minister Ola Ullsten dis- 
vuted a statement by Soviet news 
igencv Tass that the submarine may 
minutes before it was torn away. 
“II we were using the homing 
mine, then why would we continue 
searching?” Carlsson as-ked. 
He said the search could continue 
for weeks, “but finally they have to 
go up they haven’t been able to 
renew their air supply. 
“The situation inside the subma¬ 
rine must be very uncomfortable.” 
Carlsson said. “The crew sleeps most 
of the time, in older to less, 
oxygen. It depends on their psycho¬ 
logical stability whether there is 
panic onboard.” 
The navy changed its search tac¬ 
tics Thursday, dispensing with the 
heavy Boeing-Vertol Ch-46 heli¬ 
copters that have been hovering over 
the bay for several days with sonar 
equipment hanging in the water. 
Would you like 
to spend the 
FALL/SPRING 
SEMESTER 
IN JERUSALEM? 
The Jacob Hiatt Institute in Israel 
OFFERS YOU 
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop¬ 
ment, art and architecture 
• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious, 
artistic and political diversity 
• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended 
stay on a kibbutz and in a development town 
• courses conducted in English 
• a strong program in Hebrew 
• a small learning community, with students from all over the 
United States 
• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking 
distance of the Old City 
• Brandeis credit • financial aid available 
APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall) 
NOVEMBER 1 (spring) 
For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write: 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER 
Brandeis University 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422 
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
It is the policy of Brandeis University not to discriminate against any applicant on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, age, national origin, or the presence of any handicap. 
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Special Report 
Activism at Bates 
Today It's Nuclear Power - Yesterday Anti-War 
by Betsey Allen 
Staff Reporter 
Last Saturday, a march for a 
nuclear-free Maine was held here in 
Lewiston, starting at the Central 
Maine Youth Center on Birch 
Street. 
The demonstrators marched the 
five mile course to support the “Free 
in Five” campaign, a campaign to 
have the operation of the Maine 
Yankee Atomic Power Plant, in 
Wiscasset, suspended for investiga¬ 
tion in five years, instead of the pre¬ 
viously proposed twenty years. The 
ultimate goal of the campaign is to 
have the use of Maine Yankee fazed 
out entirely. 
Demonstrators were also protest¬ 
ing the consideration of sections of 
Maine as low level radioactive waste 
dump sites for the northeastern 
United States. 
Maine is considered a potential 
center for nuclear waste disposal due 
to numerous and vast deposits of 
marine clay in its soil. This nuclear 
waste could include the clean-up 
from Three Mile Island, and could 
be deposited in dumpsites in areas 
such as Portland, Bath, Bangor, 
Machias, and Lewiston/Auburn. 
Among the fifty protesters were 
about fifteen from Bates College. 
Along with students, many faculty 
attended, including James Carig- 
“I feel very strongly that the whole 
issue of energy is profound for our 
society” he stated. “We have been 
depleting our sources of energy. 
Nuclear production of energy puts 
off facing up to the question about 
life on the planet. 
“I believe the dangers are signifi¬ 
cant. The risks are serious. The 
whole question of waste disposal 
boggles my mind. There must be 
solutions.” 
Nuclear power is not the first 
political issue to hit Bates. In the 
sixties there were demonstrations 
against the Vietnam War. 
Lynn McMillan Barash, 71, was 
politically active and the founder of 
Students for Peace. Students for 
Peace was a very active organization 
at Bates during the late sixties. 
Barash commented on the wide¬ 
spread interest in the nuclear freeze 
movement. She commented, “my 
sense is that the nuclear freeze move¬ 
ment appeals to a lot of different 
people because it can be interpreted 
in different ways. It can appeal to 
everyone, but just how far are they 
willing to go: most people would not 
support unilateral disarmament.” 
Barash described her involvement 
with social activism, and particu¬ 
larly Students for Peace. 
“I became involved with the anti¬ 
war movement during college, and 
We are seeing a slight increase in interest coming 
from groups like the New World Coalition, the 
Forum on Human Awareness, and the Campus 
Association. I believe this reflects the increasing 
national sense that the issues of disarmament and 
nuclear energy are increasingly important issues that 
effect young people directly. 
—Dean James W. Carignan 
nan, dean of the college; John Tagli- 
abue, English professor; Robert 
Chute, biology professor; Steven 
Hochstadt, history instructor. 
The group left from Chase Hall 
Saturday morning, after a pot luck 
supper Friday night to make signs 
and prepare for the event. 
Brian Lipsett ’83, was one of the 
members of the Bates contingency 
that joined the demonstration on 
Saturday. Lipsett explained why he 
and other demonstrators attended 
the rally and are socially active in the 
anti-nuclear movement: 
“It’s partly because if I don’t do it, 
no one else here would,” he said. 
“‘Nukes’ in general are a matter of 
concern to all society. People don’t 
understand that nuclear power 
involves the principle of the uni¬ 
verse, that by which all operates. We 
have the arrogance to assume that 
we can mimic the basic properties 
within the universe in order to gain 
control over it.” 
Tagliabue supports the nuclear 
freeze, and more specifically, the 
proposal to faze out Maine Yankee. 
Tagliabue described the potential 
dangers of hazardous waste dispo¬ 
sal. “I feel it’s too catastrophic a risk. 
As of yet, there is no way to safely 
dispose of nuclear waste. Every day 
there is more that cannot be brushed 
under the rug. It’s most impractical 
and inhuman,” he said. 
“Anything that involves such a 
risk to individuals and planet can’t 
be good for business. Our first busi¬ 
ness is that of keeping ourselves and 
our planet intact,” Tagliabue added. 
started Students for Peace. I 
founded the group with the idea of 
passive resistance. Some of our 
responsibilities were draft counsel¬ 
ing, counseling for legal ways opt of 
the draft, how to apply for conscien¬ 
tious objection, and the moratorium 
we had in 1969,” Barash said. 
* 
1 
THIS .. .A BATES SCENE? A 1960s protest against the Vietnam War, held by Bates students. Student file 
photo.________ 
The moratorium held by Bates 
students was a demonstration in 
support of the national moratorium 
going on in Washington D.C. at that 
time. 
Dean James Reese, coordinator 
of student activities, believes the 
involvement of Bates students in the 
moratorium—as well as the anti- 
Vietnam protest of 1967, was 
significant. 
“Bates students took part in large 
numbers in the national morato¬ 
rium against the Vietnam War. 
There was a small but active group 
on campus very involved in the anti¬ 
war movement, and various human 
rights issues at that time. No other 
demonstrations have occured on 
campus that have been large enough 
to draw attention to themselves.” 
Carignan added, “There was a 
more vital, activist minority sup¬ 
ported by an apathetic majority.” 
Carignan believes that the student 
social activism of the late sixties 
stemmed from the students inability 
to remain detached from the issues 
of the time. 
He commented, “The peace issue 
struck home to students candidly. 
On campus, people had their own 
skins to be concerned with. There 
existed the sincere feeling that 
American society was involved in 
something contrary to our beliefs 
of important poltical and social 
significance." 
According to Lipsett, the lack of 
public interest of prevalent social 
concerns stems from basic problems 
within our culture. 
“Our country has a standard of 
living that puts it above others at the 
expense of others.” he said. “It’s 
People don’t understand that nuclear power 
involves the principle of the universe, that by which 
all operates. We have the arrogance to assume that 
we can mimic the basic properties within the uni¬ 
verse in order to gain control over it. 
_—Brian Lipsett 
A MASS OF INSPIRED HUMANITY, many of whom were from a 
Bates contingent, hold a protest rally against nuclear power. Student 
photo by Scarpaci._ 
and our reason for being,” Carignan 
said. 
Carignan feels the social concerns 
of college students during the sixties 
reflected those of society as a whole. 
“In the sixties there were issues 
and leaders which struck home to a 
far wider number of students than 
today: human rights and peace 
issues. There existed a much more 
pervasive sense of hope that some¬ 
thing could, individually and as 
groups, be done to make a differ¬ 
ence. This was certainly an increas¬ 
ing theme of Martin Luther King Jr. 
and others,” Carignan said. 
Clearly, there has been a decline in 
the amount of social activism since 
then, but not a change in its form. 
Barash, who has a month-old 
daughter and works at a psychiatric 
hospital in. New Hampshire, believes 
that for her and her peers the decline 
in social activism reflects a lack of 
time rather than interest. “There is 
only a certain amount of time and 
energy people have,” Barash 
explained. “We had the luxury at 
Bates of the time and energy to 
devote to those kinds of activities.” 
Lipsett commented on the change 
in the nature of social activism since 
the late sixties: “Due to the violent 
nature of some demonstrations in 
the late sixties, civil rights, peace and 
anti-establishment movements have 
been viewed with a cynical eye. 
By comparison to the sixties, the 
eighties are very peaceful. Demon¬ 
strations today do not involve cer¬ 
tain areas of culture - be it 
economics, or politics or age and 
specifically are geared toward non¬ 
violent means of expressing feelings 
designed that way so a few can pos¬ 
sess power. People are very afraid 
this culture might decay. 
“They are sheltered, and don’t 
attempt to change things they know 
are wrong. They give up the right to 
make decisions by giving up their 
power. The basis of social activity 
attempts to, if not control, at least 
temper the action of the political and 
business power structure.” 
He added that the lack of public 
interest extends to Bates as well. 
Tagliabue shares this belief, and 
commented on the turnout of Bates 
students for this demonstration. 
“1 was disappointed. I realize 
many people are not primarily social 
activists, but this is a critical issue 
that concerns everyone. It is very 
shocking and sad when you have a 
country with freedom and people 
don’t assert their beliefs in a clear- 
minded way or demonstrate a con¬ 
cern for humanity.” 
In spite of the apparent lack of 
social concern at Bates, there seems 
to be more here than at other com¬ 
parable schools. 
According to Reese, “in recent 
years our students have been more 
involved than those on other cam¬ 
puses in elections and draft regula¬ 
tions.” 
Carignan added, “We are seeing a 
slight increase in interest coming 
from groups like the New World 
Coalition, the Forum for Human 
Awareness, and the Campus Associ¬ 
ation. I believe this reflects the 
increasing national sense that the 
issues of disarmament and nuclear 
energy are increasingly important 
issues that effect young people 
directly.” 
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Adams Photo 
is Recovered 
“I RECOVERED IT” — Freshman Eric Hesse stands beside the photo 
of Wentworth Adams that had been sitting in a Colby fraternity house. 
Student photo by Wolansky. 
by Jon Hall 
Assistant Editor 
Wentworth Adams is back home, 
finally. 
A painting-sized photograph of 
Adams that had been stolen during 
the second week of school has been 
recovered by a Bates freshman cur¬ 
rently living in Adams dormitory. 
The photo was found in the Colby 
fraternity Delta Epsilon by Eric 
Hesse, '86. 
According to Hesse, the plaque 
was stolen during a visit by his 
brother, a member of the Colby fra¬ 
ternity. Another unidentified mem¬ 
ber of the fraternity stole the photo 
during their stay at Bates. 
“They were all partying here and 
really made a mess of the place. I 
heard that they had the plaque from 
some other students who had tra¬ 
velled up to Colby." Hesse said. “1 
just couldn't let that go." 
So, during the last weekend of 
September. Hesse made a trip to 
Waterville to recover his school’s 
lost property. He said he made the 
trip alone. 
“I was up there in the frat house, 
and saw the plaque of Wentworth 
Adams in this kid's room. I asked 
him if 1 could have my picture back, 
and he said o.k.." Hesse said. It was 
just as easy as that. 
There was one additional quote 
added to the photo by the Colby 
student. By Adams’ name, there is 
the engraved line “He helped many 
students." According to Hesse, 
“there was a little piece of paper 
stuck at the bottom of his picture. It 
said knowledge is good. 
CBS Still Could Come to Bates 
(Continued from Page 1) 
level could not be captured on televi¬ 
sion - the old adage of academics 
over athletics 
“Football can be captured at that 
level as we showed with last week’s 
coverage.” contended Del.ucca. “It’s 
a different economy and a different 
scale, but it can be done. 
“I was just talking to the director 
of last week’s game and he’s done 
NBA Championships. He was tell¬ 
ing me that he just had a delightful 
time at the Wittenhurg-Baldwin- 
Wailace game.” 
“It was a lot of fun having CBS 
come here.” said Karen Kirchhoss. 
editor of the Wittenburg Torch, the 
student newspaper at the university. 
“We were excited about being on TV 
and getting the publicity. 
“The people from CBS even went 
around to all the campus bars and 
drank with the students. The cover¬ 
age was good, and it was exciting." 
Kirchhoss explained that the only 
complaints about CBS being there 
were from some of the parents who 
had come for Parent’s Weekend 
there. “Some had bought tickets for 
the football game on Saturday, and 
weren’t too happy about staying 
another day.” she explained. “That 
was really the only opposition we 
faced.” 
Bates has six games remaining on 
its football schedule for this year, 
and three of those are home con¬ 
tests. According to Reynolds, there 
is no overall N ESC AC policy pro¬ 
hibiting a school from having a con¬ 
test televised, so it conceivably could 
be done at Bates. 
Said Reynolds. “If the NFL keeps 
striking for a fewyears, then we’ll get 
another chance to consider it.” 
Evolution Theory According 
to Dr. Timothy Leary 
(Continued from Page I) 
Beruit,” Leary said. 
Leary stressed that it was time for 
a new mutation to develop and that 
the baby-boom generation was 
going to be the ones to change. 
“There has never been a genera¬ 
tion in human history that is as dif¬ 
ferent and unique and endowed as 
yours. You are very different,” Leary 
said. 
Leary said that the baby-boom 
generation has been shaped by 
nuclear war. television, and total 
consumerism. He said that this gen¬ 
eration doesn’t believe in war, 
doesn’t like partisan politics, and 
doesn’t respect the old institutions, 
but is basically tolerant. 
“You aren’t idealistic, conserva¬ 
tive or liberal. You are realistic, 
tough-minded and practical. You 
are the first generation not to blindly 
breed, and consciously make a choice 
about having babies.” Leary said. 
For the future Leary predicted 
considerable space migration and 
increased longevity. “You’ll be able 
to scratch death from your appoint¬ 
ment book, unless you’re stupid, 
lazy or suffer bad luck.” Leary said. 
After a ten minute break. Leary 
turned toward the subject everyone 
had expected to hear about, by say¬ 
ing. “It’s probably obligatory for me 
to say something about drugs.” 
“The reason drugs work is that the 
brain has receptor sites. There are 
lots of receptor sites for drugs that 
haven’t even been discovered yet. 
Stupid people use drugs stupidly. 
Intelligent people use drugs intelli¬ 
gently." Leary said. 
He then asked the question. “How 
do you use drugs intelligently?” He 
answered in a round-about way by 
saying you shouldn’t take drugs 
unless you know where they came 
from and unless you have some idea 
what affect the drugs will have. 
“There’s a time and a place,” Leary 
said. 
He stressed that drugs are not for 
everyone, but added that drugs “are 
an incredible way to examine your 
brain. ” 
“I have tried four new drugs in the 
last six months. In the process, I 
have opened up receptor sites that I 
never knew existed,” Leary said. 
Leary ended his two and half hour 
presentation by saying, “Eve tried to 
deal out hope tonight. I’ve tried to 
give you 1001 reasons to be optimis¬ 
tic. It’s harder to be an active hutnan 
being, but it’s the only way to be. 
Turn on, tune in and please take 
over!” 
Throughout his lecture, which 
was sponsored by the Campus Asso¬ 
ciation, Chase Hall Committee and 
the Representative Assembly, Leary 
made many pointed remarks and 
thought-provoking statements: 
“Have you ever noticed how 
much the Pope looks like Tom 
Landry?" he asked. “Actually 1 have 
a lot of respect for the Pope he has 
one of the finest minds in the 11th 
century!” 
“Avoid terminal adulthood. 
Adults are those who have stopped 
growing.” 
“The AMA the Amoeba Medi¬ 
cal Association." 
“The higher you are. the safer you 
are." 
“Jimmy Carter will be looked 
upon by future generations as the 
first humanistic president; the great¬ 
est since Jefferson." 
“Why do we have high interest 
rates? Because young people aren’t 
lending the money.” 
“Don’t trust anyone who was 
born before 1946 and hasn’t 
changed.” 
“I’ve said a lot of nice things about 
young people, but let’s face the fact 
that there are a lot of young assholes 
out there." 
“It’s better to vote for a young 
Republican than to vote for an old 
Democrat.” 
The R A and 
Holly Near 
(Continued from page 1) 
donation to nuclear disarmament. 
Johnston countered by saying that 
she did not know about it herself 
until recently. 
For the next several minutes, 
debate waged back and forth on 
whether to rescind the money. 
Finally. RA President Jim Tobin 
stepped down from the podium to 
propose alternatives to the dilemma. 
Tobin suggested that the motion 
be tabled until RA members had a 
chance to converse with their indi¬ 
vidual residences on the issue. 
Members agreed, and the motion 
was tabled until the group recon¬ 
vened on Wednesday. 
At the special Wednesday session, 
the motion was again made to res¬ 
cind the money. This time, however, 
most of the discussion was in opposi¬ 
tion to rescinding the money. 
Several members said that they 
felt it was improper to vote on the 
allocation in the first place until all 
the facts were known. The motion 
was finally denied, 30-13, and the 
issue was resolved. 
In other RA business on Monday 
night. President Jim Tobin distrib¬ 
uted copies of proposed revisions to 
the existing RA by-laws to RA 
members. Among the changes to be 
considered will be the addition of a 
parliamentarian to the group of offi¬ 
cers which already head the RA. 
This person will be responsible for 
maintaining correct parliamentary 
procedure at meetings in accordance 
with Robert’s Rules of Order. 
Another revision proposal will 
make the vice-president of the RA 
give up his position as dorm repre¬ 
sentative upon election as an officer. 
Wentworth Adams representative 
Walt McNeil reported to thfe.assem- 
bly on the last faculty meeting. He 
said that the faculty discussed 
adding two varsity sports, swim¬ 
ming and women’s track, and also 
ratified 10 courses which will be 
offered next semester. 
The RA passed the slates pro¬ 
posed by the chairman of the Com¬ 
mittee on Committees, Simantha 
Costello, for the student-faculty 
committees on freshman seminars 
and writing workshops, divestment, 
and faculty meetings. There is still 
one permanent position open for the 
computing services committee and 
one for faculty meetings. 
American Cancer Society 
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CHARLIE RICHARDSON BREAKS for a long gain in the first half of 
the Middlebury game. Student photo by Hall. 
Football Takes 
Middlebury in Front 
of Alumni 
Bobcat 
Squad 
Ready 
by Jeanne Brown 
Sports Editor 
Bates trounced them last year. 
Bates rolled over them the year 
before. 
And now, the Hamilton Contin¬ 
entals are back again in an attempt 
to break their 10 game losing streak. 
Can it be done? 
According to Hamilton’s new 
head coach, Steve Stetson, the Bob¬ 
cats are tough competition to beat. 
“1 keep telling my team that Bates 
and Amherst are the two best teams ■ 
we’ll have to face. 1 look at this 
Saturday’s game as a step-up in 
competition,” he said. 
In view of the fact that Hamilton 
has acquired a 0-2 losing record, 
having yet to face “the two best 
teams,” things do not look promis¬ 
ing for the Continentals. 
Hamilton’s first game of the sea¬ 
son against Bowdoin was “well 
played” according to Stetson, 
although the' Continentals were 
defeated. 10-7. Last Saturday’s 
showing against Trinity, however, 
was comparatively weak, he added. 
Stetson felt the team played “fool¬ 
ish football, filled with a lot of dumb 
penalties." He attributed many of 
the team’s mistakes to the newly 
instituted systems for both offense 
and defense. 
“With the new systems, new 
coach... it’s rather hard for the kids 
to adjust," Stetson observed. 
Yet among the Continental’s 
many weaknesses there are strengths— 
strengths which both Stetson and 
Bates Head Coach Web Harrison 
are quick to acknowledge. 
“Our defense played well- 
especially against Bowdoin. The def¬ 
ensive players seem to have adjusted 
better to the changes and picked 
things up a lot faster,” praised 
Stetson. 
Harrison also noted the power of 
the Hamilton defense. “They have a 
good defense and will probably play 
well against us. Hamilton looks like 
a good opponent with several strong 
new players.” 
Stetson cited no major injuries on 
the team and claimed that there will 
be very few changes in this Satur¬ 
day’s strategy. He did note that prep¬ 
aration for the Bobcat-Continental 
showdown will be rigorous and he 
remarked, “We best get our asses in 
gear!” 
And Hamilton better do it quickly 
if they wish to stop the momentum 
of the powerful Bobcat squad. 
Following the upset win over 
Middlebury last week, the Bobcats 
have the psychological edge as well 
by Marjie Needham 
Staff Reporter 
Adding to a successful Back to 
Bates weekend, the women’s cross 
country team continued their win¬ 
ning season. An awesome Bobcat 
squad held their own at 49 points, 
defeating Bowdoin’s 62, the Univer¬ 
sity of New Brunswick’s 64, Colby’s 
72 points and US M’s score of 87. 
New Brunswick runner Margaret 
MacDonald reset the 3.1 mile course 
as the strength of both the offense 
and defense. Harrison recognized 
this advantage and feels the victory 
over Middlebury was well-needed. 
“For the confidence we’ll need to 
face the remainder of the schedule, 1 
think the Middlebury game was the 
first step,” he said. 
And it looks as though, after this 
week’s game, Hamilton might very 
well be the second step, if Harrison 
has it his way. 
record she set earlier this season with 
a winning time of 17:42. Bobcat 
sophomore Becca Watt ran hard to 
finish in 18:42, just a few seconds off 
the school record she set last week¬ 
end. Colby’s Ann Cullenberg kept 
right up with Watt but couldn’t 
catch her with her time of 18:44. 
The warm clear weather did not 
hurt Bates’ Nancy Bell at all. She ran 
her best course time of 18:48, 
improving by 10 seconds over the 
by Dana Yerid 
Staff Reporter 
Perhaps Saturday’s fine weather 
was the key to boosting the morales 
of the players and fans alike, since 
the Bobcat’s performance during the 
Back-to-Bates home opener with the 
Middlebury Panthers certainly con¬ 
trasted the previous week’s 35-14 
loss to Amherst. 
In their first game’s defeat against 
the Amherst Lord Jeffs, the Bobcats 
stumbled upon ill luck, as the crowd 
witnessed an over-abundance of 
interceptions and fumbles, and 
wide-spread injuries to key Bates’ 
players. 
However, Coach Web Harrison 
did not allow these possible hindran¬ 
ces, (and the fact that Bates had 
fallen to Middlebury for the past 
two years) to become controlling 
factors in last week’s game. 
Bates was not only successful in its 
19-15 win over M iddlebury, but also 
broke the eight game winning streak 
that the Panthers brought with them 
to Garcelon Field. 
Many Bates players contributed 
in the cumulutive events leading up 
to the win last Saturday. 
Charlie Richardson played ex¬ 
tremely well, and acquired 98 yards 
in the first quarter. Quarterback 
Mike Heslin was instrumental in sec¬ 
uring Bates’ first touchdown. Tight 
end Dan Miller, caught a pass 
deflected off of a Middlebury player, 
and senior Don Sarason acquired an 
additional three points with a fine 
field goal, raising the score to 10-0 
early on. 
previous weekend’s meet. 
Bates had a team spread of 70 
seconds as Captain Pam Fessenden, 
Pauline Vashon and Betty Barr all 
ran well. Fessenden ran her best 
course time of the season, 19:36. 
Vashon finished 15th overall in 
19:48, followed closely by Barr’s 
strong finish of 19:52. 
Ann Walsh also set a personal 
course time at 22:13, leading the 
final pack of Bobcats. 
“Sarason played a good game for 
us,” noted Harrison. “He had one of 
his better days kicking and he filled 
in as a punter. He’s not used to punt¬ 
ing, but he did a good job. He got us 
a key first down at one point.” 
The first quarter of the game 
clearly gave the Bobcats the psycho¬ 
logical momentum they needed to 
attain their victory and the fans had 
cause to anticipate an exciting 
contest. 
The second quarter was equally 
productive as the Bobcats continued 
to display a strategic and impressive 
show. 
Although Sarason experienced a 
narrow miss on a 33-yard field goal 
attempt he “kept the drive alive,” as 
Harrison said, and confused the 
Panthers with a fake punt. Sarason 
was triumphant in a second 24 yard 
field goal and Miller again caught 
the crowd’s attention as he gained 41 
yards on a pass reception. 
Harrison noted that Heslin “as 
under a great deal of pressure, but 
scrambled well and found people to 
pass to.” Heslin illustrated his quick, 
organized thinking when Richarson, 
having received a fine pass from 
him, ran with the ball for the second 
touchdown. 
The extra point attempt was 
blocked, and Bates went into the sec¬ 
ond half with a touchdown from a 
29-yard pass. The Panthers obtained 
an additional six points with a 
touchdown in the last quarter of the 
game, closing the gap to only 19-13. 
With approximately one minute 
left in the fourth quarter, Bate’s field 
position was such that a tie score of 
19-19 appeared quite feasible. With 
time running out, Bates called a 
safety and conceded two points in 
order to give the Panthers less 
desireable field position. 
The Bobcat maneuver was a 
success! 
Harrison was enthusiastic about 
the team’s win, feeling that Bates 
performed well. In comparison to 
the game against Amherst two 
weeks ago, the team showed definite 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Women Harriers Continue Winning Ways 
Wasn’t CBS Here Last Weekend? Dave on Sports 
by David Brenner, staff reporter 
Why 
Okay .. .exactly why did Bates 
refuse an offer from CBS to have 
last weekend’s football game with 
Middlebury televised? 1 know. 
Last weekend was Homecoming, 
and moving the game ahead 24 
hours would have been a “great 
inconvenience to our alumni who 
expect to see a game on Saturday.” 
That’s the reason, isn’t it? Nope. 
Okay, now 1 know. 
There are “other sports at Bates as 
well, 21 varsity sports in all including 
women’s teams, plus an extensive 
schedule of intramural, club and 
recreational sports... All are just as 
important to our students as 
football.” 
That’s the real reason the game 
was not televised, right? Wrong. 
The real reason why last wee¬ 
kend’s game was not televised is clev¬ 
erly hidden beneath the aforemen¬ 
tioned artificial explanations. 
The reason why CBS did not 
travel to Lewiston is rather obvious. 
Bates refused to accept the CBS 
offer because several other NES- 
CAC schools rejected the same pro¬ 
posal earlier in the week. In other 
words, Bates was afraid to take the 
initiative. 
Obviously it is about a week too 
late to argue whether or not the 
game should be televised. 
And to be honest, last weekend 1 
did not care if CBS visited Garcelon 
Field to cover the game or if they 
carried a rerun of “McHale’s Navy.” 
I had planned to attend the game 
anyway—TV or no TV. Sure, it 
would have been fun for the players, 
their friends and relatives, the 
coaches and the students at Bates to 
see our student-athletes showcase 
their athletic side on television. 
But when the smoke had 
cleared—academic smoke, of course— 
the game was declared a blackout. 
Fine.. .no problem. 
Not telecasting the game may or 
may not have been the correct deci¬ 
sion. This is no longer the issue. My 
question, addressed to any adminis¬ 
trator who had a say in the decision, 
is why the typical, corny, predictable 
“Batesish” excuses? 
Bates did not reject the CBS offer 
because it was Homecoming Week¬ 
end and shifts in scheduling would 
have inconvenienced alumni. Be 
serious please. 
The CBS offer would have been 
rejected if it were Minority Week¬ 
end, Parents’ Weekend, Labor Day 
Weekend, Winter Carnival, Super 
Bowl Sunday, Good Friday or 
Prince Spaghetti Day. 
Nice try, but Homecoming had 
nothing to do with the decision. 
And obviously there are “other 
sports at Bates as well...” I find it 
hard to believe that a parent, who if 
he had happened to turn on the 
Bates vs. Middlebury game Sunday 
afternoon, would have turned to 
his/her daughter, a brilliant high 
school senior, and say, “I’m not 
sending you to Bates, honey. Look 
at this. Bates football on television. 
They must not have any other var¬ 
sity sports, including women’s 
teams, plus an extensive schedule of 
intramural, club and recreational 
sports. You’re going to Colby where 
they have more than one sport.” 
Of course there are others sports 
at Bates. But what do you want from 
CBS? Should they come here and 
televise a women’s JV soccer game? 
Or how about a co-ed intramural 
volleyball game? Or better yet, how 
about a ping pong tournament live 
from the basement of Chase Hall? 
No...these games involve athle¬ 
tics and not academics. We wouldn’t 
want that. 
1 know! Invite CBS to cover the 
annual pre-semester limited enrol¬ 
lment free-for-all as students fight to 
acquire limited enrollment cards! 
That stresses academics, doesn’t it? 
Boy, wouldn’t that emphasize our 
academic priorities. 
Not allowing CBS to televise the 
game may have been the right 
administrative decision. No prob¬ 
lem in that respect. 
The point of the matter is as fol¬ 
lows: next time an issue such as this 
arises, please leave the weak excuses 
in Lane Hall and admit that we are 
merely followers at Bates with no 
intention of jumping from the tread¬ 
mill upon which we are secured. 
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Gimme a B... 
Cheerleading at Bates - A Tradition That’s Fun 
by Lissa Bass 
Staff Reporter 
One of the nicest things about 
going to a college that has been in 
existence for about one hundred 
years is that there are an abundance 
of traditions. One of the traditions 
that has managed to stay out of the 
limelight for the last 40 years, how¬ 
ever, is that of the Bates football 
cheerleaders. 
Since World War II, the fightin’ 
Bobcats football team has had a 
group of girls behind them, cheering 
them on to victory, or despite defeat. 
This year, the squad, headed by co¬ 
captains Dana Hartigan and Tracy 
Squires, hopes to become more than 
just a cheering section. 
“When we came here as freshmen, 
the squad really had nothing,” said 
Hartigan, a junior. This year, how¬ 
ever. the squad hopes to become 
more involved with school spirit as a 
TRACY SQUIRES AND LISA 
CHARLAND lead a cheer. Stu¬ 
dent photo by Hall. 
whole. The girls plan on putting pos¬ 
ters up before the games, decorating 
the stands, and trying to find new 
cheers that involve the fans more. 
“The enthusiasm is in the crowd,” 
stated Squires, also a junior. “It’s 
just not organized." 
What is it that makes these lOgirls 
want to bring the school together to 
rally behind the football team? 
When asked why she decided to 
cheer, Hartigan, who was a varsity 
cheerleader for two years in high 
school, replied, “I love to cheer. I 
always went to my high school 
games. It’s basically for school spirit, 
but it’s also a psych to be out there. 
Plus, it’s alot of fun.” 
Squires seems to feel the same 
way. She cheered two years on the 
varsity squad in high school as well, 
and she decided to continue at Bates 
because, “getting out there and 
cheering is my way of getting 
involved. It’s not an individual 
thing, because each one has to help 
the other ones out. We’re there to 
boost the spirit of the school.” 
The fact that cheerleading at 
Bates is not an “individual thing” is 
very important to both captains. 
The whole group decides on the 
cheers that will be done. Since each 
girl comes from a different high 
school, they have a wide and varied 
selection of cheers to do. As Dana 
put it, “Different high schools have 
different styles, and these styles are 
all incorporated. The fans never see 
the same thing twice.” 
Being a cheerleader in high school 
is not a requirement to cheer at 
Bates, however. What is much more 
important than prior experience is a 
real desire to cheer, and a willingness 
to work hard. 
“Most of all the girls have to be 
enthusiastic and they have to like 
what they’re doing,” Hartigan com¬ 
mented. Added Squires, “They 
won’t last if they’re not like that." 
“They’ll end up eliminating them¬ 
selves,” Hartigan said. “They also 
have to be willing to sweat, because 
we work hard," she added with a 
smile. 
Saying that the squad works hard 
is an understatement. The cheerlead¬ 
ers practice one-and-a-half hours 
every day, and one hour before the 
start of every game. Practice is man¬ 
datory, and if a girl misses more than 
three practices, she is asked to turn 
in her uniform. 
“We learn new things every day. 
We practice mounts for the game, so 
we need everybody there. We have a 
pretty enthusiastic and dedicated 
group of people this year, though, so 
it really isn’t a problem,” added 
Hartigan. 
Enthusiastic is right. The squad 
has no official advisor, and it wasn’t 
until this year that the school even 
officially recognized the girls. They 
have now been termed an “interest 
group,” which is one step below the 
club level. Each girl gets one gym 
credit for every season of cheering 
she completes. 
Hartigan and Squires are the cap¬ 
tains of the squad, but they are both 
quick to point out that captain is 
merely a title.“We’re captains as far 
as organization goes, but the other 
girls help out just as much,” said 
Squires. But Hartigan was quick to 
add that, “you have to have some¬ 
body there to say ‘hey, come on, let’s 
work.” 
Cheering at Bates differs from 
high school cheering in more 
respects than simply the role of the 
captains. “In high school you had 
coaches, and cheering competitions. 
Here it is much more relaxed,” said 
Hartigan. 
Squires added, “It’s not an 
identity-thing. These girls are cheer¬ 
ing for cheering’s sake.” 
Enthusiasm is by far the reason 
these girls cheer. 
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“I’m a really super-enthusiastic 
fan and I think this is the best way to 
show my enthusiasm,” said Lisa 
Charland, a freshman member of 
the squad. 
According to Carolyn Hause, ’85, 
being a cheerleader has definiteley 
broadened her social horizons. “I 
have met some of my closest friends, 
and had some of my best times, on 
the squad.” Hause didn’t cheer in 
high school, but she thinks that 
cheering is “a great chance to not 
only show school spirit, but to bring 
some.” 
The girls hope that a little of their 
enthusiasm is passed along not only 
to the fans, but to the team as well. 
Said Hartigan, “We try to get feed¬ 
back from the team to see how they 
feel about what we do. We were 
really happy last year when some 
players said, ‘hey, that was really a 
psych.’ ” 
“It makes us feel useful,” added 
Tracy 
A CROWD PLEASER, this pyramid formation is always a favorite 
with the fans. Student photo by Wolansky. 
Women’s Soccer Has a Chance to Make .500 
by John Cullen 
Staff Reporter 
Tomorrow, in a home game 
against Babson College, the women’s 
soccer team has a good chance to lift 
its record above the .500 level. Last 
week Bates split a couple of games, 
losing 3-2 Colby and beating Whea¬ 
ton, 2-1. 
Against Colby, the Bobcats 
opened the game with only two for¬ 
wards, using four fullbacks and half 
backs in order to stop the strong 
Colby offense. The defensive align¬ 
ment didn’t bother Colby, however, 
and it jumped out to a 2-0 lead. 
Coach Diane Boettcher then 
changed the Bates line to include 
three forwards and got immediate 
results. 
by John D. Boyle 
Staff Reporter 
The Bates volleyball team tra¬ 
velled to the University of Southern 
Maine for a five school volleyball 
tournament. The participating 
schools were: University of Maine at 
Farmington, St. Joseph’s College, 
University of New England, Bates, 
and the University of Southern 
Maine. 
The Bobcats defeated St. Joseph’s, 
15-7, 15-2; and U.S.M., 13-15, 15- 
10, 15-6. They lost to U.M.F., 15-9, 
8-15, 7-15; and U.N.E., 14-16,13-15. 
According to Coach Donna 
Turnbaugh, the Bobcats are playing 
better as a team, and each match 
exposes places for improvement. 
She is still disappointed with the 
losses however. 
She said the team played very well 
against Farmington in its first 
match, but became rattled and lost 
momentum in the 2nd game due to 
what she labels was a “coaching 
error.” 
She attempted a different lineup 
of the same first string players, but 
soon realized that the team hadn’t 
practiced the switch enough and the 
players were confused. 
The original lineup was used in 
the 3rd game, but it was difficult to 
regain momentum, and the Bobcats 
added another loss. 
Co-captain Sarah Eusden scored 
her first goal of the season just one 
minute after Colby had scored its 
second. Then, two minutes later, 
Denise Barton scored off a direct 
free kick to tie the game at 2-2. 
Unfortunately Colby scored the dec¬ 
isive goal early in the second half, 
defeating Bates 3-2. 
The Bobcats might have fared bet¬ 
ter against Colby if they hadn’t 
started out so flat. The switch to 
three forwards allowed Boettcher to 
use Stephanie Fernald and Eusden 
as tandem centerhalfs.a move which 
sparked the offense. 
Not only did the Bobcats lose the 
game but they also lost Karen Clay 
for about two weeks, due to knee 
trouble. Clay, who has been playing 
Tournament 
The original lineup was also suc¬ 
cessful in beating St. Joseph’s 
although in the first game against 
U.S.M. Bates was outplayed. 
According to Turnbaugh, this was 
the best thing that happened in the 
tournament. 
The Bobcats beat U.S.M. last 
weekend easily in two games and 
were understandably overconfident. 
Shaken, the team rallied and 
defeated U.S.M. 
U.N.E. surprised everyone at the 
tournament. With the same players 
as last year, which Bates defeated, 
U.N.E. improved dramatically, and 
beat the Bobcats in two exciting 
games. 
Overall, Turnbaugh found that 
doing less yelling while a game was 
in progress let the girls concentrate 
more on the game and play better. 
So far, she thinks that it is working. 
For Parent’s Weekend, the Bob¬ 
cats are hosting a huge, eight school 
tournament including: Connecticut 
College, Clark, Bates, University of 
Maine at Machias, University of 
Maine at Penobscot, Merrimak Col¬ 
lege, University of Southern Maine, 
and the University of New England. 
Two pools of four teams will com¬ 
pete for first and second place teams 
in each pool, and these four teams 
will meet to determine the first four 
teams for the tournament. 
exceptionally well at stopper-back, 
was replaced by Jeanmarie Hester, 
the regular right fullback. 
As in the Colby game, the Bobcats 
found themselves behind against 
Wheaton but the Bobcats were able 
to come from behind with two 
seconds half goals to beat Wheaton 
2-1. 
Hester, starting at stopper-back 
for the first time, tied the game up 
early in the second half and Sarah 
Jamieson, who has yet to start a 
game this year, has played virtually 
every position as Bates’ premier util¬ 
ity player this year. 
Also playing well for Bates were 
Karla Austen and Maura Nyhan, 
who fed the forwards consistently, 
Denise Barton and Camille McKayle. 
Offensively Laury Schwartzburg 
and Fernaid did a good job bringing 
the ball upfield, especially since the 
Wheaton field was very small. 
Goalie Val Greene also played 
extremely well. Greene who had 
never really played soccer before this 
year, has improved steadily with 
each game. 
After losing to Colby, the CBB 
title will be very hard for Bates to 
win. Colby, who didn’t win any 
games in CBB play last year, is much 
improved and Bowdoin, 7th ranked 
in the country, is incredibly strong, 
recently beating Harvard 2-1 in 
overtime. The best Bowdoin was 
ranked last year was 17th. 
This space contributed as a public service. 
Five Game 
Finds Volleyball in the Middle 
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Real Winner for Men’s Weyand a 
by P. J. Levin 
Staff Reporter 
In addition to all of his talent and 
the abundance of superlatives which 
are attributed to each collegiate per¬ 
formance, this year’s men’s cross 
country captain, Pete Weyand, pro¬ 
vides a lasting impression of hard 
work and dedication. 
To his teammates, who recently 
elected him to his present position as 
team leader, Weyand is an inspira¬ 
tion. He is also an example of what 
can result from consistently putting 
forth a one hundred percent effort. 
Weyand, a senior from Duxbury, 
Massachusetts, was originally a bas¬ 
ketball player. In high school, he 
played basketball for four years as 
well as running track and cross 
country, each for one year. 
Weyand was convinced to run 
competitively one day by the Dux¬ 
bury track coach, Reggie Clark, 
while playing a game of pick-up 
basketball. 
From that moment on a lasting 
bond developed which has yet to be 
broken. Clark was described by 
Weyand as a “super hard worker, 
someone I could relate to - he taught 
me how to try and give 100 percent 
effort in everything I have done.” 
Clark emphasized that it is the 
competitor’s effort and not whether 
the individual is a scorer or a star 
performer which is important. 
Therefore, he paid more attention to 
those runners who were giving it 
‘their all’—one of those runners hap¬ 
pened to be Pete Weyand. 
Weyand went on to be fourth in 
his league and second in his county 
for the half mile during his first year. 
Yet looking back at his high 
school career, it was not so much the 
races Weyand reflected upon but 
rather the lessons which were 
instilled in him by Clark regarding 
effort and the importance of trying. 
These values have been carried 
over and can be witnessed in all 
facets of Pete Weyand’s career as a 
Bobcat. 
During his first two yearsat Bates, 
Weyand played basketball. It was 
not until the outdoor track season of 
his sophomore year that Weyand 
decided to dedicate all of his efforts 
toward running. 
As his successful career illustrates 
the decision was wise. Weyand, frus¬ 
trated by his lack of playing time on 
the basketball court, turned to run¬ 
ning in order to insure his chances of 
participating in competition as well 
as attaining control over his athletic 
fate. 
During his first year as a runner, 
Weyand was a letter winner and 
competed regularly as a half-miler. 
The next year, as a junior, Weyand 
trained for cross country by running 
an average of ninety to one hundred 
miles per week. 
Apparently all of his hard work 
paid off. During the indoor track 
season of his junior year, Weyand 
ran a 1:56 half mile in the first meet 
and placed fifth in the New Eng- 
lands with an improved time of 
1:54.5. 
The next season, (outdoor track) 
was described by Weyand as his per¬ 
sonal best. His strongest races came 
at the end of the season when he 
placed second in the New Englands 
for Division III with a time of 3:53 
for the 1500. Later in the season, 
Weyand went on to the nationals 
where he once again ran 3:53 for a 
1500. 
Last year, shortly after the fall sea¬ 
son got underway, Weyand was 
injured. So as not to lose a competi¬ 
tive season, he took the second 
semester off to recuperate and pre¬ 
pare for the upcoming season. 
Men’s Cross Country 
by Marjie Needham 
Staff Reporter 
BOSTON, MA—1The men’s 
cross country team ran a great race 
against the clock last weekend, 
despite finishing sixth out of eight 
teams. 
An incredible Brandeis squad 
placed five runners in the top 10 
spots, earning only 27 points. Keene 
State College and Bentley tied for 
second with a remote score of 87. 
Southeastern Massachusetts summed 
104 points while the Coast Guard 
placed fifth with 119. Bates’ score of 
134 was low enough to beat Fitch¬ 
burg State, 154 and Tufts score of 
212. 
Keene State runner John Wilson 
was the first one to finish the five 
mile Franklin Park course in a time 
of 24:23. 
Bobcat Fred Turkington had 
another superb race, crossing the 
finish line in 25:19, earning the 11th 
spot. Ken O'Regan kept up the 
strong pace placing 14th in 25:27. 
John Cullen had a great run, shatter¬ 
ing his 26:00 goal by five seconds, 
placing 26th. Adding to the Bates 
score, Bob Ricci was 39th in a time 
of 26:32 and Stephen Higgins was 
44th in 27:02. 
Junior Brian Palmer, returning 
from an injury, ran a respectable 
race in 27:34. Setting the pace for a 
40-second spread. Palmer lead the 
second half of the Bates team. John 
Foley placed 65th. A1 Waitt was 
67th, Andy Beardsley was 72nd and 
Jim Alden was 76th out of a field of 
over 85 runners. 
Team leader Fred Turkington 
was enthusiastic about the meet, say¬ 
ing it was a terrific team effort. The 
Bobcats are now 7-8. 
This weekend the Bobcats will be 
returning to Franklin Park with a 
hopefully more complete squad, 
including Jamie Goodberlet, Cap¬ 
tain Pete Weyand, and Len Morley, 
to compete in Boston State Colleges’ 
Codfish Bowl. 
To Place an Ad in the Bates Student 783-7108 
Cross Country Team 
Weyand returned during short 
term to compete in spring track. His 
first race in six months was record- 
breaking and qualified him for the 
nationals. The following week 
Weyand was just as powerful and 
ran a 1:55 half mile in the state meet. 
He then progressed to the Nationals 
where he ran a 1500 in 3:53. 
This season, (in particular), 
Weyard learned many valuable les¬ 
sons. He felt he was physically 
unprepared and was thus shocked at 
his superb performances. He discov¬ 
ered that if he prepared properly for 
the upcoming season fall cross coun¬ 
try season, he would be capable of 
performing with even more experi¬ 
ence and skill. 
This type of foresight and plan¬ 
ning serves to both further his phi¬ 
losophy of hard work, and illustrate 
those qualities which make him the 
perfect example for a team which 
demands such traits from its 
members. s 
As captain, Weyand’s primary 
goal is to impart those lessons he 
learned from his high school track 
coach at Duxbury High School. He 
hopes to instill in his fellow team¬ 
mates a sense of hard work and to 
encourage them all equally— 
especially the hardest workers. 
According to Weyand, “It is not 
as important how well you do but 
how hard you try.” Weyand consid¬ 
ers it an honor to have been elected 
captain and this honor gives him, “a 
good feeling to know the kids on the 
team think enough of me and 
acknowledge my efforts.” 
Women s Tennis 
Still Having 
by Lissa Bass 
Staff Reporter 
The Bates women’s tennis team 
dropped its two matches last week¬ 
end, in what continues to be a losing 
streak for the team. 
The Bobcats lost 2-5 to Merri¬ 
mack College, and 3-6 to Wheaton 
College, on Friday and Saturday 
respectively. 
Against Merrimack on Friday, 
the victors for Bates were Pam 
French at second doubles, defeating 
Laura Towner 5-7, 7-5, 6-4. French 
played first doubles last week. 
Megan Skelly and Martha Gel- 
bein, second doubles, beat Merri¬ 
mack’s Sue Reynolds and Laura 
Martino, 7-6, 7-5. It was an 
extremely close match, the first 
being won by a tie-breaker, 8-6. 
Coach Pat Smith pointed out that 
the entire match against Merrimack 
“was very close. We just weren’t able 
to pull it out.” 
A match that ended in defeat for 
Bates’ first doubles team was, 
according to Smith, a very exciting 
match. Jenifer Cogan and Susan 
Fairbank were downed in three sets 
Problems 
by Suzie Demarsand Laura Martins 
4-6, 6-4, 6-0. 
On Saturday the team travelled to 
Wheaton College. The winners for 
the Bobcats were French, second 
singles, 6-2, 6-1, over Lisa Boyd. At 
fifth singles for Bates, Cogan battled 
it out with Lauren Elliot, and came 
out on top, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4. 
Smith commented that Cogan 
definitely had the best match. “It was 
very, very close the whole way. 
Jenifer handled the pressure very 
well. This was her first singles match 
of the year,” she said. 
Eileen Connors and Kat MacDo¬ 
nald, playing third doubles for 
Bates, beat the Wheaton team of 
Carignan and Strugas 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. 
Smith also cited her first singles 
player, Stephanie Catonese, for 
playing an outstanding match. Ste¬ 
phanie lost to Aileen Smith 6-2, 6-1, 
but the Bates coach was quick to 
point out that Smith is “maybe the 
best singles player in Division III. 
She’s undefeated at this point in the 
season.” 
Tomorrow the team will travel to 
New Hampshire to face Colby- 
Sawyer. 
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(Continued from Page 5) 
signs of improvement. 
Harrison observed, “We offen¬ 
sively controlled the game better and 
held onto the ball well. The longer 
we can hold onto the ball, the better 
off we’re going to be.” 
The entire defense exhibited 
increased power and force through¬ 
out the Middlebury game. Two fine 
defensive players, noted by Harri¬ 
son, who aided in the progressive 
momentum of the game, were co¬ 
captain A1 Mandrofino, and sopho¬ 
more Mike Jeresaty. 
The psychological aspect in win¬ 
ning also played a crucial role. Had 
they lost, the outcome may have had 
a detrimental effect in the prepara¬ 
tion for up and coming games. 
“Mentally, this game was one we 
absolutely had to win,” said Harri¬ 
son. “It would have been awful to be 
0-2 this early in the season. 
When questioned about the Par¬ 
ent’s Weekend game against Hamil¬ 
ton tomorrow, Harrison had high 
expectations and predicted a good 
game. 
The Hamilton team is under new 
coaching this year. Although Harri¬ 
son stated they have a very good 
defense and an overall better team 
than last year, they have already lost 
their first two games 10-7 and 7-3. 
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Honor Code Options Vary - So Do Students Reactions 
by Julie Vallone 
Senior Reporter 
“I really don’t see the need for a 
honor code here.” said Martin Jack- 
son, ’84. “1 think things have been 
working out so far without one.” 
“I don’t see a lot of cheating here. 
In fact, I admire the way the profes¬ 
sor can leave the room and the stu¬ 
dents will keep their eyes on their 
own work” Jackson added. 
In light of the Educational Policy 
Committee’s (EPC) plan to propose 
the installation of an honor code at 
Bates, a random sampling of stu¬ 
dents was asked for opinions on the 
issue. Jackson’s was among several 
views expressed. 
In discussing the honor code pro¬ 
posal. Jim Tobin, president of the 
Representative Assembly (RA) 
described three basic types of codes. 
The first, and most common concep¬ 
tion of an honor code, would give 
each student the moral responsibil¬ 
ity to report an incident of cheating 
to the professor. Because it is often 
perceived as a “rat code,” Tobin said 
the EPC did not favor sue ha system. 
Another type of code would give 
each student the responsibility of 
approaching a dishonest student, 
explaining that the student had been 
seen cheating, and urging him to 
turn himself in. The dishonest stu¬ 
dent would then go to the professor. 
and admit that he had been cheat¬ 
ing. Under the circumstances, the 
professor would possibly work out a 
compromise with the student. 
The EPC is also looking into the 
possibility of students being able to 
check out exams from the library for 
an allotted time period, allowing 
them to take the exam at the loca¬ 
tion of their choice. Students would 
be required to return the exam when 
the time was up. and sign a state¬ 
ment pledging they had not received 
assistance. Tobin said that he had 
been told that this system was used 
and was found effective at Connecti¬ 
cut College. 
Although opinions on the honor 
code varied, most students ques¬ 
tioned did not favor the types of 
codes presently being examined by 
the EPC. However, almost all 
agreed with the idea that students 
should be required at the beginning 
of the year to sign a pledge stating 
they understand and agree to 
comply with the rules in the Bates 
pamphlet entitled “Statement on 
Academic Honesty.” 
“An honor code is a good idea, 
but far too idealistic,” John Shaka, 
’85 said. “There will always be those 
who take advantage of the system. 
This would be unfair to those who 
abide by its rules. 
“I think the best alternative is to 
make it mandatory for incoming 
freshmen to sign a paper saying they 
have read the pamphlet,” he con¬ 
tinued. “As I see it that would be the 
most workable system.” 
Chris Franks, ’84, said he did not 
see the use for such a pledge. 
“According to regular law, ignor¬ 
ance is no excuse. You’re supposed 
to know what the laws are,” he said, 
“Even if you do sign a paper, you 
still might be plagerizing innocently, 
like paraphrasing too closely with¬ 
out realizing it. 
“1 think that if you’re going to cheat, 
you’re going to find a way. I really 
think it’s pretty hard to cheat here 
anyway,” he added. 
“It’s not very hard to cheat, 
because I’ve seen it done—many 
times,” said Stephanie Richards,’84. 
“An honor code sounds like a 
good idea, but it does put a lot of 
trust in the hands of the students. I 
don’t think teachers would take too 
seriously a system that allows stu¬ 
dents to check out exams. When 
they’re forced to give out different 
copies of exams to students, it 
doesn’t seem like they would change 
their minds all of a sudden,” 
Richards said. 
Michele Dure. ’84, said she didn’t 
think any of the honor code ideas 
would work, and that suggesting to 
GSA Forum Exposes Students to 
Different Type of Lifestyle 
by Gail Johnston 
News Editor 
Last week the Gay-Straight 
Alliance (GSA) held an open forum 
to “expose the Bates community to a 
different type of lifestyle.” 
The forum featured six speakers 
talking about different aspects of 
gay life. 
Kay Bolduc, ’83. said that the first 
step in coming out is “facing it your¬ 
self.” Bolduc said she was aware that 
she was gay in 5th or 6th grade, but 
that when she told her parents two 
years ago, her father said it was “just 
a phase." 
Bolduc’s former roommate Donna 
Bailey explained that before she 
came to Bates she “had never 
encountered gay people. Ail I knew 
were the stereotypes. When Kay 
finally told me she was gay, I really 
had to confront my feelings. 
“I wondered about whether I 
should talk about it or just ignore it, 
but I realized it wasjustanother part 
of her personality and began to tease 
her about it which brought us much 
closer together. 
“As people started finding out she 
was gay they started assuming that I 
was gay too because we were 
together so much,” said Bailey. 
Jeff Schneider ’85 said that he 
realized that he was gay a long time 
ago and “accepted it right away, but 
I was very quiet about it. 
“A week before I left for college 1 
told my best friend that 1 was gay, 
and she was very supportive,” he 
added. “I haven’t told my parents 
yet. 1 think I’ll wait until they start 
guessing.” 
John Marsden, vice president of the 
GSA. spoke of his sister who had 
just come out this summer. Marsden 
explained that he comes from a very 
fundamentalist family which does, 
not allow television or radio and 
when his sister told his parents that 
she was gay, “Daddy’s initial reac¬ 
tion was to throw her out of the 
house.” 
Marsden explained that he 
became involved with GSA because 
he had a responsibility. “I can’t let 
society think that it is a sickness,” he 
said. 
“My parents still think it’sa phase. 
Dad thinks it’s his fault, and Mom 
thinks it’s a disease. 
“I’m not so sure we can alter the 
thoughts of people our parents age, 
but maybe we can make the people 
our age more aware,” 
Ann Corvi, a senior at the Lewis¬ 
ton High School, also spoke at the 
forum. Corvi said that she was not 
“out” at the high school, “but I wish I 
was.” 
“The hardest thing is dealing with 
the high school crowd,” she said. 
“Most of my friends are older. It can 
be very isolated and lonely. Some¬ 
times you feel like you’re the only 
one in the world. 
“There are a few liberal teachers at 
the high school, and they are curious 
about the buttons I wear.” Corvi was 
wearing a pink triangle, the symbol 
that was used by the Nazis to iden¬ 
tify the homosexuals that were sent 
to the concentration camps because 
they were gay. 
Corvi said that she was out to her 
parents because her mother had 
asked her. “They sent me to a shrink 
to help me deal with it. Needless to 
say the shrink didn’t do a hell of a lot 
of good. It’s something that you 
have to work out for yourself,” she 
said. 
Phil Crawford, president of the 
GSA, said he is planning to beome a 
Jesuit priest. “A person’s spirituality 
should transcend his sexuality,” he 
said. “You can have spirituality and 
still be gay. 
“1 don’t feel better about myself 
by announcing my sexuality but it 
lets heterosexuals know that it does 
exist,” Crawford continued. “Hope¬ 
fully there will come a time when we 
can simply hold hands in line wait¬ 
ing for a movie.” 
a dishonest student that he turn him¬ 
self in would be a “waste of breath.” 
Marcia Lowry, ’85, said that she 
was told the exam system at Connec¬ 
ticut College did not work. 
“My sister attends Connecticut 
College and tells me that people 
cheat all the time,” she said. 
“I think for some, an honors sys¬ 
tem would take the emphasis off 
learning, and put it onto grades. 
Who can trust a degree earned by 
dishonesty? At least now I feel like 
I’ve got an equal chance for good 
grades and a degree that represents 
what I’ve learned,” Lowry added. 
Dusty Kimball, ’83, said he 
thinks an honor code would be a 
good idea, but not at this time. 
“I don’t think a system that allows 
a student to take out an exam would 
be feasible at this time. Maybe we 
could work it in with the levels, one 
class at a time,” he said. 
“I’m not doubting the honor of 
Bates students. I haven’t seen a lot of 
people cheating here, but I just think 
it would be a big jump from having 
no honor code, to having one that 
needs a lot of honor,” Kimball 
added. 
“1 feel that an honor code is an 
effective way to have people stand 
by a value that we assume society, as 
a whole already possesses,” said 
Robin Waterman, ’85, who favored 
the EPC proposal. 
“It brings the topic to the surface, 
and therefore initiates thoughts and 
discussion, something that has been 
avoided for too long.” 
Dan Calder, ’84, expressed a dif¬ 
ferent sentiment. 
“I don’t think there should beany 
kind of strict honor code,” he said. 
“It should be on the person’s honor, 
on his word, not to cheat. If he does, 
using the old cliche, he’s only cheat¬ 
ing himself.” 
Parker’s Nuts and Bolts Party 
by Mary Couillard 
Staff Reporter 
Last week’s luncheon seminar 
entitled “The Nuts and Bolts of Sex¬ 
ism at Bates” was proposed by John 
Tsagronis, '83, in response to many 
differing opinions and controversy 
about sexism here at Bates 
The Parker Nuts and Bolts party 
which was held on Saturday, Sept. 
25 was the main topic of discussion. 
Resident Coordinators Pam John¬ 
son ’83, Lisa Softs ’83 and Carolyn 
Campbell ’83 spoke at the seminar 
of their purposes and intentions for 
the party, which had been urged by 
some to be boycotted. 
Johnson spoke of the hope of the 
dorm to change their image from a 
relatively q uiet woman’s residence to 
an active group of women. For the 
first event of the year, they put on a 
party whose theme “offended some 
but wasn’t meant to degrade 
anyone.” 
The party ran smoothly, and 
those in attendance at Parker said 
they did not feel degraded or 
offended by the nuts and bolts 
aspect. 
Sofis concurred with Johnson’s 
remarks and expressed her feelings 
that the signs to boycott the party 
left no chance for discussion 
between the RCs and the people 
who put up the signs. The lines of 
communication were left open, yet 
signs advertising the party were torn 
down and the issue snowballed. 
The main point of the argument, 
Johnson noted, would be to work 
together.to talk about the issues and 
suggest new ways of dealing with 
problems. 
The question was raised in the 
audience as to where the ideas for a 
nuts and bolts party originated. 
Johnson replied that the idea came 
from other schools whgre the party 
had been held and had been 
successful. 
The basic theme of the party was 
the girls would choose a nut and 
boys would choose a bolt. There 
were many different sizes and shapes 
and by the end of the night, you 
should find your nut or bolt, respec¬ 
tively. Johnson reported that half 
the people that attended the party 
did not engage in the nuts and bolts 
apsect, and that “no one took it 
seriously.” 
Krista Anderson, member of 
Women’s Awareness, said that the 
defacing and putting up of signs boy¬ 
cotting the party was not organized 
and she had no idea who had done it. 
Women’s Awareness, she said, 
objected primarily to the signs. 
“Come watch the Nunnery lose it!” 
was one Anderson said she found 
particularly offensive. 
Instructor Steve Hochstadt raised 
the question, “Was the party actu¬ 
ally sexist, or just sexual in nature?’ 
Sofis explained that both males and 
females were doing the same thing 
and that the party could not be 
called sexist. 
Campbell remarked that the party 
didn’t emphasize the nuts and bolts 
issue. 
Dean of the College James W. 
Carignan said that in his opinion the 
party had “symbolic sexist over¬ 
tones, but this is not the core of what 
is going on. It is the juvenile misuse 
of sexuality and it sets the campus 
back.” 
One opinion expressed that the 
forum would have been better if it 
was held before the party was 
planned, and that there needs to be 
some concrete guidelines set down 
as to what is sexist and what is sex¬ 
ual, as far as behavior and values are 
concerned. 
There was also some concern 
about the role of sexuality at Bates. 
Jen Locke, RC of Davis— 
Leadbetter asked, “Is being sexually 
free the same as being soical?’ It 
seemed that “being social” was to 
interact at gatherings. 
Johnson stressed that if different 
points of view do not merge and 
attempt to construct something pos¬ 
itive out of their ideas, then “we 
won’t get anywhere.” 
AMPU 
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New in Admissions: Gary Anglin 
by Mitch Overbye 
Staff Reporter 
Students and faculty passing 
through Lane Hall during the 1982- 
83 academic year will have a good 
chance of coming into contact with a 
bright, new personality who has 
joined the Bates Admissions staff. 
Conveniently located at the main 
entrance to the building is the office 
of Gary Anglin, a newly appointed 
assistant dean of admissions. 
A 1982 graduate of Harvard Uni¬ 
versity, Anglin is one of many new 
faces in Lane Hall. 
Originally from New Orleans, he 
moved to Lewiston and assumed his 
new position in mid-July. According 
to Anglin, his interest in admissions 
work dates back to his junior year at 
Harvard, where he majored in 
sociology. 
Citing reasons for his decision to 
enter the field, Anglin noted that “I 
enjoy dealing with people, knew 
people in the field, and at that time 
(while in college) didn’t want to go 
directly onto graduate school. 
During the course of his first three 
months at Bates, Anglin character¬ 
izes his impressions of the college as 
being positive. “I was originally 
looking for a more urban setting,” 
he noted, “but once here the adjust- 
JUST IN FROM HARVARD, Gary Anglin assumed his duties in the 
admissions office this fall. Student photo by Wolansky. 
January Matriculation - Not Easy 
by Kim Lundgren 
Staff Reporter 
Ask a January Freshman how she 
felt about her experience and the 
reaction may be strong. Some will 
say it was “terrible” or “I hated it 
here” while others feel it was simply 
“hard at first.” 
Most will agree, however, that it 
was a difficult adjustment period for 
all. 
What creates the greatest tension 
is concern for one’s social life. New 
students have “a sense of anxiety of 
being the fifth wheel” explains Dean 
of Admissions and Financial Aid 
William Hiss. 
Hiss adds that “the worry is far 
worse than the reality. Bates is a rea¬ 
sonably un-cliquy, open place.” 
January Matriculants (JMs), 
however, still find the forming of 
friendships difficult. As one JM puts 
it, “It’s not that people are cold, but 
we’re trying to penetrate friendships 
that are already formed.” 
Another woman adds, “It's really 
hard to work your way into those 
relationships." 
One important aspect of this 
problem is housing. The results of 
the Representative Assembly (RA) 
poll taken last spring show that 
approximately 43 percent of JMs 
were not pleased with their rooming 
situation. 
One JM commented, “I was 
bounced around five times before I 
finally got my room.” Another 
woman was assigned to a house 
filled with only upperclassmen. This 
she said “caused a lot of anxiety” and 
made adjustment “doubly hard.” 
Hiss admits that as far as housing 
goes the college has “almost no con¬ 
trol.” He explains that the students 
who are leaving cannot give definite 
word until December and that, 
because of this, assignments cannot 
be made until a week before JM 
arrival. 
An attempt is made to match 
roommates, Hiss says, but often 
assignments must be made on the 
basis of space availability. 
The greatest problem as far as 
academics go is difficulty in the 
course selection process. Some 
freshmen had trouble with limited 
enrollment courses that had already 
been filled and another man men¬ 
tions Chemistry courses that run in 
year-long pairs. 
Hiss notes that some of these 
course selection problems have been 
solved. The college encourages all 
JMs who will be taking courses else¬ 
where during the first semester to 
send course descriptions to Bates. 
The college can then tell JMs in 
advance which courses correspond 
with those at Bates and which credits 
are transferable. 
Rushed, one day course selection 
was another complaint along with 
poorly informed advisors. Accord¬ 
ing to the survey 65 percent felt that 
their advising process was fair to 
very inadequate. 
Approximately 58 percent of JMs 
believed that Bates provided fair to 
poor communication prior to their 
arrival, said the study. This lack of 
communication made students feel 
“unwelcome” and only “strengthens 
their anxieties.” 
Hiss says that although there is no 
special orientation program for Jan- 
uary Freshmen they are invited to 
attend the September orientation. 
Most JMs found this helpful, 
although several could not attend as 
they had classes at other schools at 
that time. 
An important consideration is 
whether the student will be able to 
graduate with his/her class. Seventy 
percent said that they would but 
would have to take summer courses 
or extra courses at Bates. 
A senior who started here as a JM 
comments, “In a way 1 missed gra¬ 
duating with my class but now I feel 
privileged because right now a lot of 
my friends don’t have jobs.” He feels 
that the job market will be better in 
January due to a smaller number of 
newly-graduated applicants. 
Looking back he notes that many 
of the JMs who started with him 
“never broke in (to the groups)” but 
he adds, “I think it’s an advantage if 
you can make it through the first 
year.” 
Some of the recommendations of 
the RA Admissions Committee 
include a formal January Orienta¬ 
tion and Activities Fair, the addition 
of upperclassmen JM advisors, bet¬ 
ter communication before arrival, 
better informed advisors and a 
warmer welcome in general. 
ment was easier than I thought it 
might be.” Specifically, Anglin feels 
that students, faculty and the indi¬ 
viduals he works with in the Admis¬ 
sions Office have all played a 
valuable role in making his transi¬ 
tion a comfortable one. 
Discussing his responsibilities at 
Bates, Anglin cited minority recruit¬ 
ment as being of great significance. 
In addition to planning the Minority 
Student Weekend that takes place in 
January, Anglin also functions as 
the assistant coordinator for the 
Bates Alumni in Admissions 
program. 
Conducting interviews for inter¬ 
ested high school students is another 
important aspect of his occupation; 
within the past three months alone 
Anglin estimates that he has given 
one hundred such interviews. 
In specifying his goals at Bates, 
Anglin cited a desire to add more 
cultural diversity to the college, by 
promoting an increase in minority 
student applications. 
“I would like to attract a variety of 
minority students,” he stated, 
“including, for example, Latin, 
Asian and Hispanic students as well 
as black students.” Such diversity is 
something which the assistant dean 
of admissions sees as being benefi¬ 
cial to the entire college community. 
Due in large part to his participa¬ 
tion in a gospel choir in Swarth- 
more, Pennsylvania, Anglin also has 
hopes of beginning a gospel singing 
group at Bates. This group will be 
open to anyone interested, and 
could get underway soon since, 
according to Anglin, “The posters 
have already been made.” In addi¬ 
tion to his interest in singing, Anglin 
also has a “love” for Jazz and con¬ 
temporary music. 
On a personal level, Anglin views 
the admissions position as a step¬ 
ping stone toward future endeavors, 
while simultaneously recognizing it 
as a significant opportunity for per¬ 
sonal growth. 
“This is a trial period for me,” he 
stated, “during which time I hope to 
find some career direction.” In terms 
of future considerations, Anglin sees 
himself as doing something “either 
directly or indirectly associated with 
education.” In undertaking his posi¬ 
tion at Bates however, Anglin 
believes that he will learn through 
exposure to an environment quite 
different than that which he has been 
exposed to in the past. 
“This signifies the antithesis of a 
low income, black urban environ¬ 
ment,” he noted. “1 look forward to 
this job as an opportunity to 
enhance myself by learning to com¬ 
municate better with what to me is a 
foreign culture,” Anglin remarked. 
At the present time the new assist¬ 
ant dean of admissions feels as if he 
would like to remain at Bates for 
“two to four years.” Based upon this 
indication, it is apparent that Gary 
Anglin may be noticeable around 
Lane Hall for quite some time. 
Just Sitting and Wondering 
Just sitting and wondering if 15 
thousand dollars is equivalent to the 
philosophy of our illustrious school. 
Warning: Parental Units approach¬ 
ing. Numerous sitings in the vicinity. 
Sure, shut down Maine Yankee. 
Lewiston would look better in the 
dark. 
Forget Sampson and Goliath. It 
was Lord Jeff that slew the Bobcat, 
but alas, the Bobcat is mightier than 
the Panther._ 
Blair Hundertmark 
“While you’re here, Mom, about 
my four week old laundry my room¬ 
mates had mentioned. I was wonder¬ 
ing if you would...” 
Needed: one innertube, one spat¬ 
ula, and one plate of cold macaroni 
to make a nuclear reactor... 
What? No more NFL? You mean 
now 1 have to study on Sundays? 
The Holocaust. What a pleasant 
subject for Parents’ Weekend. 
“Mom, meet Zelda. Last weekend 
was Scoop and Score Weekend, uh, 
I mean Fall Weekend, and we met at 
one of the school social functions.” 
Where’s Birdlady when you really 
need her? 
Everybody is economizing today. 
It used to take a whole bottle of 
aspirin to OD, now it only takes one 
new Extra-Strength Tylenol. 
But seriously folks... 
What, Dad, where’s the library? 1, 
uh, think it’s over by the, uh ... 
You know the CFL just won’t do 
when you turn on the game and the 
score is 6 to 1. 
Hey Mom, don’t forget to bring 
up those cookies. 
Enough of this sexism stuff! You 
have all run that issue right into the 
ground. Try something different like 
nuclear power, disarmament, envir¬ 
onmental issues, Lebanon... Please! 
How about some heat in the 
science library, at least for the sake 
of my Planaria. 
And it’s only October! 
A Gloomy Employment Forecast 
Vour Friendly 
Neighborhood Store GENE'S 
We've got what you've forgot" ^ o Open 6 a.m. to Midnight 
7 Days a Week 
• Groceries • Cold Beer • Wine • Kegs Available 
• Newspapers • Magazines • Lunch Counter 
Trv Our Lobster Rolls! 
Cor Sabottus & College 
Tel. 784-4750 
m 
STORED 
by Gail Fons 
Senior Reporter 
Decreased employment for the 
remainder of 1982 has been pre¬ 
dicted by Manpower, Inc, the 
world’s largest temporary employ¬ 
ment firm. 
Manpower conducted a survey of 
more that 11,000 employers in 343 
population centers in late August in 
order to determine the employment 
outlook for the fall. Only 18 percent 
of the employers plan to hire new 
workers during October, November 
and December. 14 percent have 
planned to reduce staff numbers, 
and 65 percent expect no change. 
These figures are the worst 
recorded for a fourth quarter in the 
seven year history of the survey. 
Mitchell S. Fromstein, president 
of Manpower, stated, “The decline 
in interest rates and recovery of 
stock prices during the past several 
weeks have apparently not affected 
the employment outlook on a short 
term basis. Our original survey was 
conducted just prior to the interest 
rate drop but we resurveyed 30 per¬ 
cent of our sample in early Sep¬ 
tember and found no change in 
hiring plans.” 
Sharp declines in hiring are pre¬ 
dicted by the insurance, finance, and 
real estate sectors; with 12 percent of 
the employers planning reductions 
during the fourth quarter of this 
year. 
Other employment sectors, such 
as, construction, tranportation and 
public utilities, education, public 
administration, and mining predict 
low hiring figures also. 
Regionally, all areas of the U.S. 
have been hit by high levels of 
employment. Southern employment 
fared the best, with 19 percent of the 
employers planning to hire new 
employees. Western employers pre¬ 
dict a 17 percent increase in their 
hirings. 
The northeast has not been 
exempt from this trend, while the 
mideast predicts more reductions 
than increases. 
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Near’s Speed of Light 
Calls for World Peace 
Hotly Near, Speed of Light, 
Released by Redwood Records. 
Now on sale at DeOrsey's, 
Lewiston. 
“We better open up our hearts 
and minds - and make room for the 
speed of light” sings songwriter/so¬ 
cial activist Holly Near in “Unity,” a 
song off her sixth and latest album, 
“Speed of Light.” 
In spite of her increased public¬ 
ity and popularity. Near’s message 
in “Speed of Light” has remained the 
same as that of her previous record¬ 
ings. First and foremost a humani¬ 
tarian. Near’s lyrics call for world 
peace, hope for tomorrow’s chil¬ 
dren, nuclear disarmament and 
women’s rights. 
The increased publicity has not 
harmed Near’s songs. In fact, 
“Speed of Light” is the most pol¬ 
ished one in Near’s recording 
history. 
Released in September, “Speed of 
Light" continues a trend begun in 
her last album “Fire in the Rain” 
(1981). In both “Fire in the Rain” 
and “Speed of Light” Near has tried 
to reach out to a larger audience by 
gearing her music to people accus¬ 
tomed to listening to popular music. 
Near has kept her voice intact but 
has added backup musicians more 
accustomed to playing with contem¬ 
porary music styles. 
Near’s lyrics are optimistic and 
often humorous. Her soprano voice 
is clear and pure throughout the 
entire album and although she pro¬ 
tests, her voice is never bitter. 
The first song on side one entitled 
“Dancing Bird” soars as Near 
expresses her freedom as a musician. 
“Back Off,” the second song on 
side one is heavy on the electric gui¬ 
tar. Like her other love lyrics of ear¬ 
lier albums, the songwriter expresses 
the courage and self respect of a 
woman in love. 
Following “Back Off’ is “Lonely 
Days.” This song exemplifies Near’s 
extraordinary vocal range. 
The last song on side one entitled 
“Emma” is dedicated to Emma 
Goldman (1869-1940), the famous 
anarchist and teacher. In this song 
Near reaches her best as she joyfully 
sings, “Well, it’s hard work, in hard 
times / And when my feelings get 
dull / my spirit has to shine / It takes 
every muscle in my heart / to dance 
at our revolution / But I’m dancing, 
Emma, it takes every muscle in my 
heart to dance at our revolution.” 
The reverse side is equally as 
tender, sad, joyful, and full of hope 
as side one. 
In the love song “I Really Didn’t 
Want To” the first verse is sung aca- 
pella with beautiful harmonizing. 
Instrumentals join in with verse two. 
Perhaps the most pressing of 
Near’s songs on this album is “El 
Salvador.” It is a plaintive plea to get 
the U.S. out of El Salvador, and as 
Near writes, other places “where it 
doesn’t belong." 
A calm woman’s voice reads a 
newscast in the beginning of the 
song. Read in Spanish, it relays the 
horrible events of May 14, 1980 
when 600 civilians were massacred 
by Salvadoran and Honduran 
troops. A drumbeat and whistles are 
heard in the background as the 
newscast is read. Meshing into the 
newscast, the song begins. A strong 
Latinate beat adds to the urgency of 
the song. 
“Family Promise” is a song for 
life, and the future of today’s chil¬ 
dren. With beautiful piano accom¬ 
paniment, Near promises to disarm 
every nuclear nation. 
“Unity,” the last song on Near’s 
album ends the recording with a 
humorous and optimistic note. 
Admitting the difficulty in achieving 
world peace. Near writes, “1 think 
their must be a common ground / 
But it’s mighty hard to find.” Near 
does not end her song in this way. In 
the chorus the singer tells us to 
“Hang on, don’t give up the 
ship...The safety of this journey 
depends on / Unity.” 
Near’s message is not hard to 
miss. At times she is even too overt 
in her lyrics. However, her broad- 
based, socially conscious songs have 
a place for all people living in today’s 
complex world. 
— Margaret Orto 
TALKING OVER OLD TIMES, alums of all ages enjoy a meal in the tent set up on campus. Student photo by 
Hollister. 
Second Organ Concert 
Shows Off its Finer Sounds 
by John Marsden 
Staff Reporter 
The second concert in a series 
designed to highlight the new Bates 
tracker organ took place on Sunday, 
October 3. David Craighead, an 
organist from the Eastman School 
of Music selected a varied but com¬ 
plete program of music for the 
concert. 
This concert, in relation to the last 
concert, seemed to show off more of 
the finer detailed sounds that the 
Ken Worthy 
Making Music 
With Computers 
by Julie Carson 
Staff Reporter 
One of this year’s most interesting 
honors thesis projects is that of Ken 
Worthy, a music major who is mak¬ 
ing a musical composition for the 
new music computer. 
Worthy was one of the first, stu¬ 
dents to use the computer when it 
arrived last March, and together 
with Bill Matthews, assistant profes¬ 
sor of music, he worked on it till the 
end of the semester. Then, during 
Short Term, with the aid of the com¬ 
puter’s user program he composed a 
piece of music to accompany a short 
dance by student Sharon Saltzgiver. 
Currently, Worthy is “busy 
researching” the computer and its 
range of possibilities because one of 
the requirements for his project is 
that he “must make his own compu¬ 
ter program,” and “hopefully the 
program will be done near the end of 
the semester.” 
As Worthy is a double major , in 
music and physics,his music thesis 
does require that he demonstrate 
“substantial knowledge in physics.” 
Worthy has not yet decided how he 
will achieve the latter stipulation, 
but it “may or may not include las¬ 
ers,” he said. One idea he has now is 
to “reflect beams of colored light off 
a vibrating membrane.” 
The thesis which will consist of a 
recital, a written essay and a visual 
representation which will be pres¬ 
ented in the spring. 
Worthy said he is “not a perform¬ 
ance major,” but over the past three 
years he has been involved in the 
choir, orchestra and some small 
brass ensembles. When he can find 
time he enjoys playing the trumpet. 
One other project he said he might 
engage in this coming spring is being 
a music director for the Theater 
Department production A Dream 
Play. Beyond that Worthy’s plans 
are undecided. He does say that if 
something arises that would allow 
him to work with music and compu¬ 
ters, “I’d certainly pursue it.” 
organ was capable of producing. 
The five part program featured 
works by Bach, Brahms and many 
other composers. 
The concert started with the Con¬ 
certo in A minor by J.S. Bach which 
is an adaptation of Vivaldi’s Con¬ 
certo for two violins and orchestra. 
The work which was transcribed to 
keyboard by Bach remains faithful 
to the original structure of the Con¬ 
certo as envisioned by Vivaldi. 
In three parts, the piece started in 
an Allegro movement which made 
use of the plenum, a combination of 
stops. All together, this piece was 
quite nice in its movement and 
resolution. 
The next section of the concert 
was a compilation of Hymn Pre¬ 
ludes for the Church Year. As was 
mentioned in the program notes, 
“This group of hymn and carol set¬ 
tings has been planned not only to 
outline the church year, but also to 
demonstrate many of the single 
stops and 
organ.” 
small ensembles in the 
Some of the stops were the 
trumpets which make one sit up and 
listen. All told, the effect of the set¬ 
tings was to produce a reverence for 
the various composers that had writ¬ 
ten the pieces involved in this group 
of hymns. 
The rest of the concert made use 
of the preset options on the organ. 
The Chorale Partita by Bach used 
“the application of the variation 
technique to the chorale theme.” 
The Sonata For Organ, by Vin¬ 
cent Persichetti was a wonderful 
piece that, as the composer said, “the 
material of the entire sonata stems 
from the first measure of the intro¬ 
ductory Andante.” 
Over all, there was a smaller 
audience at the concert than there 
was at the first inaugural concert, 
but all present seemed to have 
enjoyed the music just as much. 
Fast Times Elicits 
Some Bad Times 
by Gail Fons 
Senior Reporter 
Fast Times at Ridgemont High, 
from Universal Pictures, based on 
the book by Cameron Crowe, pro¬ 
duced by Art Linson and Irving 
Azoff, rated R. Now playing at the 
Northwood Twin Cinema, Lewiston. 
Universal Pictures has created 
another high school rock and roll 
masterpiece—Fast Times at Ridge¬ 
mont High. 
The cast of characters ranges 
from the lusty Stacy who blows car¬ 
rot sticks in the cafeteria to the lewd 
Spinosky whose favorite pasttimes 
are surfing, smoking and ordering 
pizzas during history class. There is 
even the stereotypical naive “nice 
guy” who naturally falls head over 
heels in love with our heroine Stacy. 
The story centers around the 
adventures of Stacy and two guys - 
Mike ( a guy with a leather jacket) 
and Mark (the clean-cut one). It is 
clear when she has a hot date 
because Jackson Browne’s latest top 
ten hit, “She’s Got to be Somebody’s 
Babe” booms throughout the 
theater as her shirt is unbuttoned. 
The movie is not complete with¬ 
out the classroom scenes, where the 
delinquent student antagonizes the 
teacher. This time it is the dazed Spi¬ 
nosky who consistently appears late 
to class, and dully answers “I don’t 
know” when he is asked why he is 
late. 
In spite of the lack of an original 
plot, and the rather superficial char¬ 
acters, Fast Times at Ridgemont 
High does elicit a few guffaws. It has 
its touching moments, although for 
four dollars, one might be better 
amused with a six pack of Heiniken. 
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Lee’s Room - A Short Story 
by Susan Pope 
(Susan Pope, a staff reporter for the 
Bates Student, has contributed this short 
story for this week’s Arts and Entertain¬ 
ment section.) 
Lee smiled his silly, cock-eyed lover’s 
smile and closed the door behind him. I 
sat alone in the single-room apartment, 
upon a mattress that served as bed, couch 
and dining room chair. The air about me 
was warm and steamy, scented by the 
sensuous fragrance of men’s soap from 
Lee having showered before my arrival. 1 
leaned back against the thickly painted 
wall with my knees tucked up to my chin, 
and 1 thought of the changes the past two 
weeks had brought. Changes anticipated 
for years, but still miraculously 
unexpected. 
It was 1982, golden September—the 
autumn of my freshman year in college. 
I’d waited for it all summer, or maybe all 
year, maybe all my life. But most clearly 
I’d waited since the first time I’d visited 
my older sister during her freshman year. 
She’d gone to one of those small New 
England colleges with gray stoned, medie¬ 
val buildings and dorm rooms like dun¬ 
geon cells. At 16 I’d wandered for a week 
there, as at home as a fetus in the womb. 
By day I walked the shaded paths between 
the buildings—from the happy smorgas- 
board of the cafeteria, to the dark, 
deserted theater, to the library filled with 
echoing whispers. I was inspired by the 
splashes of color lining the walls of the 
arts building, and by the quick symmetry 
of a Bach inventio escaping from a prac¬ 
tice room in the music hall. As evening 
drew near I returned happily to my sister’s 
dorm room. Its dull gray walls were 
warmed with seeming layers of posters. 
Two mismatched desks held up piles of 
solemn books.The beds lay in collegiate 
disarray, and the dresser tops were decid¬ 
edly barren. I wandered the halls, reading 
the collages that papered every door. 
I wanted to go to college. 
Of course I dreamed of a cozy little 
nook of a school like my much-admired 
sister’s, but my dreams and my passivity 
didn’t bring scholarships my way, and 
money for the luxury of education wasn’t 
easy to come by in 1982. My parents, 
fearful as their pack of children neared 
college age, convinced me, the second 
child, that I was really more suited for 
public university life. It mattered little to 
me. 
College, large or small, New England 
or Midwestern, meant one thing to me 
really: space. My own room. Nine broth¬ 
ers and sisters made our house “cozy” at 
best. I’d shared a room with one or more 
of them all my life and at times even a bed! 
The fact that I would have a roommate at 
college was hardly a source of concern; I 
would have a room. At least one wall 
would be mine to decorate. One window 
would be mine to gaze from in the morn¬ 
ing and for my plants to sun-bathe by in 
the afternoon. No more would my sweat¬ 
ers be stretched by my “baby” sister’s dis¬ 
mayingly expanded chest. 
So I stayed in the Midwest and enrolled 
at the central state university. I was 
housed in an enormous freshman dorma- 
tory. A colossal monument to utilitarian 
architecture, the building could only be 
described as “big and ugly.” My room was 
large and airy, flooded with light and 
filled with closets and shelves. Newly 
painted, pale yellow walls added to its 
spaceousness. I arrived for orientation 
more than prepared to transform it into 
my own creation with a pack of posters 
collected over the summer, a few coffee 
mugs, an Indian rug, a quilt my aunt had 
made by hand, and an avacado plant 
from home. 
But the avacado grew tall and thin— 
almost leafless, and the posters were 
forever peeling off the cold walls. In the 
almost frenzied excitement of the first 
week when every face, every building, 
every street corner, every night hang-out 
was new, I met Lee. 
So now I sat in Lee’s apartment, trying 
to make sense of the too-rapid changes in 
this second week of college. Wondering if 
my roommate really knew how to medi¬ 
tate, wondering if half the class actually 
failed Composition 1001 each semester, 
wondering if I’d make choir, wondering if 
the guy down the hall was bisexual and if 
the girl upstairs was really a model, wond¬ 
ering where Lee had gone and what he 
could be bringing back to surprise me ... 
Lee returned with hand-picked 
lavender daisies clenched in his crooked 
smile. Balanced on one arm was a grocery 
bag. His other hand held his apartment 
keys on a small, gold ring. I could do 
nothing but watch him, half smiling, half 
open-mouthed as he filled an empy wine 
bottle with water and placed the flowers 
on the coffee table before me. 
“Did you miss me?” he crooned, with 
his smile now stretched almost straight. 
He’d been gone less than 20 minutes. I 
could only smile and nod. 
He unpacked a pint of Hagan-daz 
mocha ice cream, two six-packs of Mol- 
son’s and two tall, thin, red candles. He 
handed me a beer, then lit the candles, 
using empty bottles as holders. He moved 
a step across the tiny room to the beautiful 
little stereo set on a hand-made shelf in the 
corner. 
The music came on—a tingling mesh of 
jungle and computer sounds. The lights 
went out. He brought out the ice-cream in 
charming, unmatched bowls. We nibbled, 
leaning warmly against each other. The 
music was vibrant. The candle-light flick¬ 
ered on the cream-colored walls. Hung on 
the wall opposite us were two enormous 
fantasy paintings—dancing images in 
shades of lavender and blue. 
“My brother did those,” Lee told me 
when he saw my eyes tracing the images 
around, caught up in their whirling 
motions. And he told me about his only 
brother. Lee’s brother, so he said, was pos¬ 
sessed by a moody charm which attracted 
people like flies to honey and then aban¬ 
doned them to its thick, strangling, heavy 
sweetness. 
“But you can be moody, or boring, or 
obnoxious as anything if you’ve got talent 
like that.” Lee’s own eyes became 
momentarily mesmerized by the paint¬ 
ings. “What I’d give to have his talent...” 
he finished, tearing his gaze away from 
them. Now my own eyes were caught in 
his-watching the flickering movements of 
his wide pupils. His eyes were deep 
brown, almond shaped, painfully per¬ 
sonal. Often, in conversation, he would 
glance down as if to filter, with his black 
lashes, the intensity of emotion which 
radiated from them. 
I told him of my mish-mash of a family. 
Talked about my brothers and sisters all 
the way from bubbly, red-headed Kitty, 
age four and a half, to Mary, my revered 
sister, the oldest child. Lee tried to memo¬ 
rize their names, but every time he 
repeated them he’d leave one out. I told 
him all about sleeping with squirming sis¬ 
ters and babysitting brothers who could 
beat me up. 
As the empty beer bottles came to out¬ 
number the full, our words spilled as if in 
imitation of the candles which flowed 
rapidly into pools of pink-red upon the 
low, oak table. We didn’t care. We 
stretched out on the heavy, red, antique 
afghan that covered the multi-purpose 
mattress. We watched the patterns on the 
ceiling to avoid the intensity of each 
others eyes. Now and then I would sneak 
a glance at his candle-lit profile. And the 
music beat on—songs new and unknown 
to me, hardly listened to; they would soon 
be engraved in my heart. 
Hung on the wall directly above the mat¬ 
tress was a portrait of a young boy dressed 
in a suit, hands in his trouser pockets, 
small, boyish face turned in semi-profile. 
His hair was ash-blond and fine. A faint 
pink blushed upon his pale cheeks. 
“That’s my father.” Lee indicated the 
picture. 
“Really?’ It looked like something 
clipped from an old-fashioned magazine. 
It looked like anything but someone’s 
father. The picture was striking, 
intriguing. 
“You haven’t told me anything about 
your parents,” I said. “What are they 
like?” My eyes wandered back to the por¬ 
trait. Any resemblance was not overt. The 
eyes perhaps were Lee’s. But the mouth 
was small and straight and neat. 
“They’re divorced. I don’t really know 
my father.” He was so vague, so myste¬ 
rious, but it all seemed so terribly per¬ 
sonal. “My mother lives with a guy in New 
York now.” 
“New York? Is that where you’re 
from?” 
“No. Didn’t I tell you? I grew up in 
Boston.” And he talked about New 
England, real seafood, Eaneuil Hall, the 
ocean... 
He would say nothing more about his 
past, and though in time I would come to 
know more of it, I never stopped imagin¬ 
ing that he had been spontaneously gener¬ 
ated from the room with the small boy 
frowning down upon it. 
At 2 a.m. we stumbled into the tiny 
“kitchen,” laughing and leaning on each 
other’s arms. We squinted at the bright 
overhead light, and then made coffee to 
unsquint our eyes. At 5:30 the sunlight, 
entering through the two mismatched 
windows, and crawling quietly across the 
oak floor, woke me from half-sleep. 
“I’d better go,” I told him, tugging a 
strand of his soft, dark, heavy hair to 
wake him. His eyes with the morning light 
upon them seemed distant. Unsure, as we 
stood at the door, I took a final look at the 
room—his brother’s fantasies, the stereo 
at last silent in the comer, the pools of 
pink wax now hardened on the table, his 
grandmother’s afghan rumpled and fal¬ 
ling half onto the floor, the skinny ties 
draped on the closet door-knob, the cof¬ 
fee cups and ice-cream bowls abandoned 
in the tiny porcelain sink, the daisies fad¬ 
ing gray in the wine bottle, the haughty tilt 
of the blond boy’s face... I was in love. I 
wanted the room to stay in my mind 
forever. 
All that day my roommate’s eyes were 
alternately questioning and disapproving. 
For the first time, I fell asleep in one of my 
classes. My schoolwork was un-done; my 
stomach was churning. But I remembered 
the room. I was happy. 
A few weeks later I left my roommate 
and my avacado to care for one another, 
and moved in with Lee. 
It was a very small space for two to 
share, but we thought it was fun—a new 
game. We were like two kids playing 
house. I bought wine-colored towels for 
the tiny br.mroom and a huge Boston fern 
to hang by one window. Lee’s mother sent 
him a tapestry from Jamaica where she 
was vacationing. We hung it between the 
windows where it meshed quite nicely 
with the Venetian blinds. We piled a high 
rainbow of sweaters on the shelves in the 
closet and doubled up our shirts on 
hangers. Lee’s clothes were interesting, 
sophisticated—a contrast to my hand- 
me-downs and borrowed blouses, so I 
wore his shirts with the sleeves rolled up 
and folded his sweaters under at the waist. 
In the daytime I ventured off on my 
own. Sometimes I went to classes, some¬ 
times to my voice lessons, now and then to 
the library, or back to visit my old room¬ 
mate in “our” room. At dusk Lee and I 
returned to the little apartment. We 
cooked for each other in the tiny kitchen, 
and ate sitting on the mattress with stereo 
sound filling us up. On nights when Lee 
was gone, working in one of the campus 
discos, I played the stereo and got to 
know all his albums by heart. I read, lying 
stretched out on the mattress, putting 
down my book now and then just to look 
around the room and sigh contentedly. 
Late, late at night we curled up together 
on the mattress and watched old movies 
on a small, black-and-white TV. We 
drank wine, or beer, and usually one of us 
would fall asleep before the movie had 
ended. 
Outside it grew very cold as October 
moved to November and then December. 
Sometimes I stayed in the room all day 
long. More and more often I slept 
through my classes. I dropped my voice 
lessons. I didn’t go back to my dorm room 
for weeks at a time. And Lee? I don’t 
know what he did, really. He talked about 
an art history class once in a while. Mostly 
he just talked about his albums and the 
late-night movies. 
Sometimes when I was alone during the 
day, I would open his bottles of after¬ 
shave, just to inhale their heavy, male fra¬ 
grance. I liked to play with his ties 
sometimes too. Once he showed me how 
to tie one, but when he tried to pull it snug 
around my neck I panicked and wouldn’t 
try one on again. 
Now at night I was less content to 
watch his brother’s paintings in their per¬ 
petual dance. The brazen out-pouring of 
Lee’s eyes became overwhelming. When 
we sat on the mattress at night he was too 
near; I couldn’t breath. I was choking in 
the heavy, wordless sensuality of the 
room. 
Finals came. Lee didn’t notice that I 
hadn’t opened my books in weeks. An ‘A’ 
in my freshman humanities class didn’t 
compensate for the fact that I failed Com¬ 
position 1001, and came close to failing 
my other two courses. 
We spent Christmas Eve listening to the 
stereo and watching red candles melt 
slowly, grudgingly onto the paper below 
them. There was no longer a reason for 
the twist in Lee’s silent smile. 
One morning shortly after Christmas I 
took my Boston fern, pulled my sweaters 
from the closet and went back to my 
family. 
Later I would venture away from home 
again. In time I headed East and ended 
Up—where else?—in Boston where I was 
seduced by grand, colonial houses and the 
glittering John Hancock tower. 
Lee graduated after three or four more 
years, and he found a job and a bigger 
space to hide in—so I heard. 
But all this happened much later. For a 
while I had to live at home, immersed in 
my family, babysitting once again. It took 
some time to get over the loss—not of 
Lee, but of my first true love, Lee’s room. 
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CBS Shouldn’t Have Been Here 
The timing simply was off. CBS knocked on 
the doors of Bates College at the wrong time. 
There has been a lot of second guessing 
concerning President Reynold’s decision not 
to allow CBS to televise last week’s football 
game on Sunday. 
We feel that the President was right in turn¬ 
ing them down last weekend. 
Reynolds presented the college’s position 
philosophy-wise in a statement saying: “the 
sort of action doesn’t mesh with our educa¬ 
tional philosophy. Here, academic concerns 
have first priority, even among our scholar- 
athletes.” 
But there was a more important reason. 
Before Reynold’s talked about the philoso¬ 
phy of the school, he talked about the fact that 
last weekend was Back-to-Bates weekend. 
“Switching the football game (from Saturday 
to Sunday) would not only be extremely diffi¬ 
cult for the college but a great inconvenience 
to our alumni,” he said. 
In an interview this week, Reynolds said 
that that fact was important in making this 
particular decision. He said that Bates would 
have considered having CBS come to campus 
if it did not involve altering plans on a week¬ 
end such as alumni weekend. 
CBS called the President just three days 
before the game. Some alumni plan a year in 
advance for this weekend. 
Are we supposed to jump for CBS? We 
don’t think so. 
CBS doesn’t really care about airing a Bates 
football game and endorsing the philosophy 
of academics over athletics. It was just looking 
to fill up air time for the striking NFL. 
Bates was third on the list among Division 3 
schools (first was Amherst-Bowdoin, then, 
Tufts-Wesleyan). 
Some feel that the move not to have CBS 
here was just another way of Bates staying in 
groove with the rest of the NESCAC schools. 
That really isn’t a valid point, given the fact 
that the schools really didn’t have time to get 
together and act on the decision. 
Sure, it would have been nice to see John 
Madden and Pat Summerall sitting in the 
press box at Garcelon Field. Sure, the public¬ 
ity would have been nice. 
However, the point is, the season is not 
over, and they still have a chance to come. The 
football strike is no where near being over and 
Bates has six games remaining, three of them 
home games. 
CBS has a contractual obligation with the 
NCAA to televise six Division 3 games during 
the season. It would be nice if they asked Bates 
once more. 
The President said he’d consider it. 
Of course, the question still remains 
whether he’d say yes or no. But with nothing 
else going on on'Weekends, our inclination is 
that he would say yes. 
Tenure - The Solution 
Last week we told you of our disillusion¬ 
ment with the tenure system at this college. 
Making complaints is easy, but suggesting 
solutions is productive and only fair. 
Here now are our recommendations. 
First, dissolve the lifetime tenure system. No 
professor would have lifetime job security at 
Bates. He or she would be tenured for a negoti¬ 
able term of office, say five to seven years. At 
the end of each term, he would again go before 
a tenure committee made up of students, 
faculty and administration. 
After a complete review and update on the 
application for extension of tenure, the board 
would then decide whether or not to keep the 
professor. A majority vote would issue the 
decision. 
Second, the tenure committee would be 
obligated to take a poll of the student body 
through the campus mail. Only those students 
who have been enrolled in one of the profes¬ 
sor’s courses would be eligible to return the 
poll. 
Poll questions would inquire about the 
applicant’s ability, attitude, and professional 
approach to his field of study and to his stu¬ 
dents. The poll would be a serious considera¬ 
tion in the deliberation process, much like the 
SAT’S role in a college application. 
Finally, there would be a system of review- 
on-demand installed into the system. This 
review could only be initiated if called for by 
both a member of the faculty and by the dean 
of the faculty, representing the administration. 
A student may ask for an inquiry, but must 
initiate the inquiry through the dean of the 
faculty. 
Because a fellow faculty member must also 
call for the inquiry, the faculty’s worries about 
protection of academic freedom to teach what 
they believe should be largely suppressed. 
This is a more workable and fair system of 
tenure. It places a larger emphasis on the voice 
of the student, and eliminates the “static” pro¬ 
fessor caught in a professional rut. 
As always, we welcome feedback from the 
faculty, administration, and student body. 
Rejoice and Remember 
September, 1982 
Take note and remember Sep- 
tember 1982. It may be a time you’ll 
want to tell your grandchildren 
about some day, for last month 
America’s civil liberties were put on 
the line and survived. 
Led by North Carolina’a intransi¬ 
gent Senator Jesse Helms, conserva¬ 
tives attempted to attach amend¬ 
ments to budget bills that would 
have allowed organized prayer in 
public schools, banned all abortions, 
and prohibited busing as a method 
of desegregation. 
Liberals, recognizing that Helms’ 
dangerous legislation would have 
infringed upon the Constitutional 
rights of Americans, began a filibus¬ 
ter to block the legislation. 
Derek Anderson 
Helms tried in vain to limit the 
debate, but never mustered more 
than 54 of the 60 votes necessary to 
do so. As a result, his amendments 
were tabled and the New Right’s 
vaunted social issues agenda came to 
an abrupt halt. 
A sigh of relief swept the country. 
Americans knew that their basic 
freedoms would remain in tact, at 
least temporarily. 
New York Senator Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan captured this sense of 
relief. “May we now go forward with 
the business of the nation, the Con¬ 
stitution intact and our purposes 
clear?” he asked. 
The conservative defeat was espe¬ 
cially sweet for liberals, who ever 
since the disastrous election of 1980 
knew that such a confrontation on 
social issues was inevitable. 
Two years ago, few would have 
predicted such a result, however. 
Seven liberal senators had been 
defeated and replaced with arch¬ 
conservatives of the New Right. 
Gone were the liberal leaders of the 
’70’s, including George McGovern, 
Birch Bayh, John Culver, Jacob 
Javitis. Gaylord Nelson, Warren 
Magnuson and Frank Church. It 
looked as if dark days loomed 
ahead. 
And indeed they still do. Let’s not 
be fooled by September’s victory. 
The New Right, with their Bible 
preaching allies of the “Moral 
Majority,” are still a force to be reck¬ 
oned with. We certainly won this 
battle, but the war is far from over. 
Conservatism is certainly alive 
and well in this country today, both 
nationally and right here at Bates. 
Did the ERA pass? Who is Presi¬ 
dent? How close was the Senate 
vote? What is the most prominent 
political club at Bates and what do 
they stand for? 
You get the idea. 
For now however, let’s rejoice in 
our victory. The government isn’t 
controlling our bodies, or telling us 
how to think. 1984 is still two years 
away and we are free. 
Rejoice. Rejoice, but let’s never 
forget the conservative threat. 
Derek Anderson is a news editor 
for The Bates Student. 
Thanks 
RA, CHC 
To the editor: 
On behalf of the Campus Associa¬ 
tion, we would like to thank the 
Representative Assembly and Chase 
Hall Committee for their generosity 
in co-sponsoring the Timothy Leary 
lecture. 
Their cooperation has enabled the 
Campus Association to bring a 
unique lecture to campus. We look 
forward to maintaining this “spirit 
of cooperation” in the future. 
Deb Touhey 
Pat Donnelly 
Co-Comm. - Socio-Cultural 
Campus Association 
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Adoption an Alternative 
To the editor: 
Last weeks article on abortion at 
Bates incited me to write promoting 
adoption as an alternative to 
abortion. 
Before 1 go any further 1 would 
like to make clear that I believe it is 
every woman’s right to choose 
whether or not to abort an 
unwanted baby. However, I strongly 
encourage women to consider adop¬ 
tion, especially in light of the fact 
that there are so many couples who 
desperately want to adopt children 
and are forced to wait years before a 
child is found for them. 
The reasons for my pro-adoption 
attitude are personal. I myself am an 
adopted child, my natural mother 
being a young un-wed woman. 1 
often wonder why she troubled to 
bring me to term, when she knew she 
would never see her baby again. Per¬ 
haps abortion were not readily avail¬ 
able in the early 1960’s or she had 
religious reasons for not aborting. 
However, I believe that she simply 
loved her child enough to want to 
give it life, even if she herself could 
not be a part of that life. 
Whatever her reasons it required 
great strength and conviction on her 
part to give birth to a child she 
would never know. Thanks to her 
selflessness my parents were able to 
adopt the baby they had waited six 
years for, and 1 was given life. 
1 realize that adoption is not the 
answer for every woman, but wish 
that more women had the strength 
and courage that my mother had. 
Kim Lilly ’83 
The Homecoming - Eureka College 
“And we at Eureka College 
extend our warmest greetings to our 
most respected and famous Alum¬ 
nus, Ronald W. Regan, president of 
the United States.” 
“Questions will now be taken 
from the floor. Please be brief, and 
remember, Ronald is one of our 
foremost donors, so do be polite.” 
“Hi Ronnie. Remember me? ! was 
your political science teacher in your 
sophomore year, Mrs. Hubbard. All 
I want to know is what made you 
change from being a liberal demo¬ 
crat to a conservative republican?" 
“Well, the answer to your first 
question is yes. How could Lforget 
my favorite teacher Mrs. uuh— 
Hubbard. The answer to your sec¬ 
ond question is Senator Joseph 
McCarthy. Way back, when I 
worked as a snitch for the House 
Committee on Un-American Activi¬ 
ties (HUAC) I saw how evil the 
Democrats were. I realized that the 
only duty a government is obliged to 
perform is defense, and thus I 
strayed away from the Democratic 
ways of thinking.” 
“Just one more question before I 
sit down, Ronnie. If I was your 
favorite teacher, then why are you 
cutting my retirement benefits to the 
extent that I can barely afford to 
eat?" 
Neal Neilinger 
“Well Mrs. Hubard, all I can say 
is that in times such as these, we all 
have to make sacrifices. The mis¬ 
takes of the previous administration 
are just being corrected, and it won’t 
be long before the recovery is upon 
us.” 
“But Ronnie, you’ve been saying 
that for two years now. Tm getting 
sick and tired... " 
“Thank you, Mrs. Hubbard for 
those thought-provoking words. 
May I remind you that the new 
building which houses the Political 
Science Department was donated 
out of the good of President Rea¬ 
gan’s heart. Anyway, let’s get on 
with some more questions. Yes 
Leroy.” 
“Mr. President, I am a junior major¬ 
ing in economics, and due to your 
economic program, I will not be able 
to finish my senior year. On top of 
this you are taking apart affirmative 
action programs by cutting many 
minority social programs, and 
frankly, Tm getting quite sick of it. 
When is this insanity going to end?" 
“Leroy, getting a degree is not the 
be-all and end-all. Every day I look 
in the paper and see a multitude of 
jobs just waiting for students like 
you. And if my administration can 
cut through the demagogery of 
those opposed to a speedy recovery, 
people like yourself will undoubt¬ 
edly be able to finish college.” 
“Mr. President, you do have a 
knack for blaming your problems 
on other...” 
“Thank-you Leroy, and thank 
you, Mr. President. Many of us here 
today will never forget these words 
of wisdom conveyed to us by one as 
noteable as yourself.” 
Honor Code - Itfs Our Choice 
Should we have an honor code? 
Do we already? 
It has been argued that an honor 
code would instill responsibility in 
Bates students. While this is a logical 
argument, it is based on a dangerous 
and insulting assumption. It implies 
that Bates students are not responsi¬ 
ble now. 
It is doubtful that anyone backing 
the honor code means to be condes¬ 
cending. But the prevalent theme of 
improving community values by ele¬ 
vating them to the level of the speak¬ 
er’s values does, unfortunately, take 
on this apparent tone. 
However, the honor code pro¬ 
posal is not, as last year’s theme 
house proposal, being handed down 
to students from the administration. 
It is being developed by the Repre¬ 
sentative Assembly and the student 
body. It will be drafted, discussed 
and finally approved or disapproved 
by students. 
If the student body as a whole 
creates an honor code it can not be 
said to be the work of a self-chosen 
few. And those students who do not 
take part in this open process have 
only themselves to blame. 
Scott A. Damon 
Assuming that the development 
of an honor code steers clear of influ¬ 
ences from outside the student body, 
just what would it involve? 
The popular conception of an 
honor code is that it requires a stu¬ 
dent to report cheating by other stu¬ 
dents. This brings up the distasteful 
situations of either “ratting” on a 
friend or putting personal well-being 
at stake. 
Perhaps there is no need for such 
a provision in a Bates honor code. 
Some would say a Bates student 
would turn in a cheater out of a 
personal sense of honor more than 
as a result of a printed statement. 
Many students believe that they 
have such a sense of honor. But 
those who have never been con¬ 
fronted with the situation must con¬ 
sider if a signed pledge would 
remove any final hesitation to report 
a cheating student. And they have 
an obligation to make their opinion 
known. 
Beyond this, however, is the ques¬ 
tion of honor. The ’’honor” of an 
honor code is not a promise to turn 
in a friend to that wonderful inquisi¬ 
tion we call the Student Conduct 
Committee. 
The honor, and this is not just a 
semantical game, it not to cheat, 
ever—not to put a friend in the posi¬ 
tion of turning you in. 
Ideally, all Bates students believe 
in such honor. If nothing else, liberal 
arts education is an education in 
one’s self and honesty with one’s self 
is the primary need. So by asking for 
a signed honor code do we not auto¬ 
matically acknowledge the presence 
of dishonorable students—students 
who should not be at Bates? 
Perhaps. It is, after all, our choice. 
(Scott A. Damon is Contributing 
Editor for the Student.) 
The New Draft Registration Law - What Does it all Mean? 
by Gail Fons 
Senior Reporter 
Since July of 1980 a new draft 
registration law has been in effect, 
requiring males between the ages of 
18 and 26 to register for the draft. 
The Military Selective Service Act 
was revised in 1971, creating a 
“stand-by” draft; the principal 
behind a stand-by draft is to have a 
pool of draftees available in case of 
an emergency. The law provides a 
count of the military and fosters 
“preparedness” in the defense 
system. 
The procedures for draft-registra¬ 
tion begin with the registration 
form, which is filled out at age 18. 
On the form, one must list his name, 
age, address, social security number 
and check a box if he wished to 
speak with a recruiter. If a registrant 
objects to war on religious or per¬ 
sonal grounds, he may file as a con¬ 
scientious objector by stating it on 
his registration form. In the event of 
an actual draft, this person will have 
the right to present his case to the 
local draft board. 
The time limit is 10 days from the 
date of his induction. The individual 
must then convince the board to 
classify him as a conscientious objec¬ 
tor. According to Robert Seeley’s 
Handbook for Conscientious Objec¬ 
tors, the categories of classification 
are as follows: 
I-A: Available for Military 
Duty; 
l-A-O: Conscientious Objector 
tocombatant duty, available for 
non-combatant duty; 
1- O: Conscientious Objector to 
combatant and non-combatant 
duty; 
2- D: Student preparing for the 
ministry; 
2- M: Deferred as a medical 
student; 
3- A: Deferred because of hard¬ 
ship to dependents; 
4- B: Government official deferred 
by the law; 
4-D: Practicing minister of 
religion; 
4-G: Surviving son of family 
where father or siblings were killed 
in action after December 31, 1959; 
l-D: Member of military reserve 
orROTC; 
4-W: Conscientious Objector 
who has completed alternative 
service; 
4-A: Registrant who has com¬ 
pleted military duty; 
/- W: Conscientious objector per¬ 
forming alternative service; 
l-C: Military member on active 
duty; 
4-C: Aliens or dual nationals not 
subject to induction; 
4-T: Aliens not subject to induc¬ 
tion because his country and the 
U.S. have agreed to treaty to exempt 
each other’s citizens from the draft, 
and 
4-F: Registrant not qualified for 
military duty on physical, mental, or 
moral grounds. 
Section 6 (j) of the draft law also 
provides exemption for conscien¬ 
tious objectors to war, stating: 
“Nothing contained in this (Act) 
shall... require any person to be 
subject to combatant training and 
service in the Armed Forces of the 
United States who, by reason of reli¬ 
gious training and belief, is conscien¬ 
tiously opposed to participation in 
war in any form. As used in this 
subsection, the term ‘religious train¬ 
ing and belief does not include 
essentially political, sociological, or 
philosophical views or a merely per¬ 
sonal moral code." 
A random telephone poll was 
taken at Bates of students’ opinions 
concerning registration, the draft 
and conscientious objection. All 
interviewed had registered. Opin¬ 
ions on the principle of the draft and 
war were varied. Since the sampling 
was arbitrary, the comments are 
listed below, and not compiled into 
graph form. 
—“It would be my duty (to fight) 
since I’m protected by the coun¬ 
try... it’s good that they have re¬ 
instated the draft; it prepares the 
country well for war.” 
“I have an obligation to fight 
for the country... the draft is not 
war—it’s defense against war.” 
—“The draft isn’t a good policy. It 
was a political move to make it look 
like Reagan was boosting defense. 
It’s not- dangerous though.” 
—“It’s good to have registration 
so we know what the defense Is like.” 
-“Registration for the draft is 
only a prelude to war. The facade is 
ridiculous; there’s only one reason 
for registration.” 
—“It’s good to build up armed 
forces for security reasons.” 
—“It’s my duty to register as a 
citizen. I owe it for the freedom I 
have. I don’t like war. 
—“I didn’t want to believe in it 
(conscientious objection)—a matter 
of hassles. I’m confident we won’t 
get in a war. I could always leave the 
country.” 
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“Gentlemen Do Protest Too Much” 
To the Editor: 
Methinks the gentlemen do pro¬ 
test too much! The male journalists 
at the Student have spilled much ink 
in outrage because they think they 
were called sexist. Lashing out in 
apparent anger, they have tilted at 
imaginary attackers on all sides 
(mostly me). The unnamed editor 
proclaims the “only conclusion”: 
this proves the newspaper is not sex¬ 
ist (Oct. I). 
A little inquiry might have calmed 
some tempers. At the first sexism 
forum, personal charges of sexism 
against Student editors were made 
only by a female member of the Stu¬ 
dent staff, referring to last year. 1 
used last year’s masthead as one 
piece of evidence for the sexist 
nature of our society, operating in all 
institutions, including newspapers 
and college faculties. The problem is 
not With individual sexists, but with 
social patterns of behavior which we 
learn from infancy. 
The editorial writer (presumably 
male) should look beyond the fact 
that only men applied to be top edi¬ 
tors. Who composed the selection 
committee? My guess is an over¬ 
whelming male majority. Further¬ 
more this committee was presumably 
headed by those same male editors 
who displayed considerable sexism 
Students Say 
To the Editor, 
It is interesting to observe the con¬ 
cern displayed by Bates students 
whenever they perceive a threat to 
the social equilibrium of this presti¬ 
gious institution, and the equal lack 
of concern displayed for issues not 
immediately pertinent to the social 
well-being of the student body. 
As noted in an editorial in last 
week’s Bates Student, student 
response to the Special Report on 
divestment was minimal, with no 
public discussion, and conjectura- 
bly. none in private. 
As we understood it, the report 
revealed that although the Board of 
Trustees had commended thedivest- 
ment of one company involved with 
the apartheid South African govern¬ 
ment, it was deemed unfit to com¬ 
pletely divest of all such companies. 
Apparently “some hard-nosed trus¬ 
tees” have prevailed in their desire to 
invest in any company which will 
turn a profit for Bates, no matter 
what the social and political implica¬ 
tions of such investment may be. 
We would like to think that the 
lack of dialogue on this issue maybe 
due to the student body’s knowledge 
that the trustees care little, if any¬ 
thing, about student’s opinions, but 
fear that the explanation alluded to 
by the editorial may be correct; no- 
one gives a damn. 
However, when problems a little 
closer to home are highlighted, the 
student body, as well as The Bates 
Student, immediately protest their 
innocence of any misconceptions 
regarding themselves or their social 
situation. The mere suggestion that 
an issue such as sexism may be of 
continuing concern stirs up a verita¬ 
ble hornet’s nest of denials and coun¬ 
ter accusations never seen in 
response to other issues. 
As Lissa Bass, in her commentary 
last week implies, the sexism issue, if 
addressed realistically, threatens to 
disrupt the Bates social scene, espe¬ 
cially after that hot-bed of social 
activity, the library, closes on Satur¬ 
day nights. 
This potential disruption has 
in last year’s Lempoon. among other 
instances. 
It is exactly this kind of situation 
which discourages female appli¬ 
cants. I am informed by a member of 
the Student staff that the selection 
committee for this year’s editors was 
exclusively male. While the compo¬ 
sition of the staff in any particular 
year may be accidental, the fact that 
the top spots at the Student and vir¬ 
tually all other institutions are held 
by man is not coincidence. 
We must get beyond personalities 
to the social roots of sexism, this will 
take much more effort and research 
and understanding than the Student 
journalists have evidenced so far. 
But the nagging question remains: 
is there sexism at the Student? The 
editorial writer from the September 
24th issue called the first sexism 
forum “useless”; he seems to believe 
that tile newspaper is the, only 
proper public place to discuss issues. 
On what basis did he make his 
judgment? 
Every printed response of the 
male editorial writers, as well as 
Scott Damon, has been to attack 
those who bring up the issue of 
sexism. 
In the October 1 editorial about 
tenure, the hypothetical example 
provided is of discrimination in 
favor of a woman less qualified than 
brought forth a flurry of articles in 
the Student, and somewhat less 
vocal opposition from individuals 
on campus, which leads us to 
assume that people are more con¬ 
cerned with their own social plea¬ 
sure than the welfare of an entire 
country of oppressed people. 
Ms. Bass obviously has little con¬ 
ception of the actual significance of 
sexism in society (“a bad thing”?), or 
indeed, what actually constitutes 
sexism. Who opens whose car door 
is not the problem. The prevailing 
attitude, initiated by men and per¬ 
petuated by mindless women, where 
women are regarded as a commod¬ 
ity, objects for men, is the problem. 
Nuts and Bolts” and Sadie are not 
inherently sexist, but the activities 
surrounding these events are. If Ms. 
Bass approves of the outlandish 
behavior on the phone at Sadie call¬ 
ups, as she and many other women 
appear to do, then the future for 
women is bleak indeed. 
“It’s just too bad” she says, but 
there are some students at Bates who 
are very alarmed by these activities, 
and “who have to keep harping on 
issues that nobody wants to hear 
about any more”. (to use Bass’ 
words), to try to make women aware 
of themselves and their social 
position. 
To turn to the article by Scott 
Damon, proclaiming his resentment 
at being called sexist. Head-lined by 
the provocative question “Sexism— 
Will It Ever End?,” the article pro¬ 
ceeds to most unfairly slander 
Professor Steve Hochstadt, accus¬ 
ing him of intellectual blindness and 
prejudicial unfairness. 
According to the article, Mr. 
Hochstadt said that “The Bates Stu¬ 
dent's editorial staffs most impor¬ 
tant positions are held by men.” 
Denied by Mr. Damon, this allega¬ 
tion can easily be confirmed with a 
glance at the Staff List of the Stu¬ 
dent, published every issue, where 
the two highest positions and a third 
co-position can be seen to be held by 
men. 
Mr. Hochstadt’s comment was a 
a man! The message: fear of sexism 
causes worse problems than sexism 
itself. What nonsense: the problem 
vyith tenure is that male faculties pre¬ 
serve their sexual exclusivity by put¬ 
ting women, when hired at all, into 
temporary jobs, as I showed at the 
first sexism forum with statistical 
evidence. 
When the fact is that women are 
discriminated against in every walk 
of life, why does the editorial writer 
create a fictitious example of reverse 
discrimination? 
So I am skeptical about the com¬ 
mitment of male writers at theSYu- 
dent to women’s rights. They appear 
from their writings to be doubly 
fearful; of being called sexist but also 
of being pushed aside for qualified 
female candidates. 
These are common male fears, 
which frequently take the form of 
laments about supposed reverse dis¬ 
crimination. Male privileges are 
hard for males to give up. 
1 will take the male Student jour¬ 
nalists at their word about their lack 
of sexism when I see evidence of 
positive actions on this issue. Maybe 
some of them will show up at the 
next “useless” forum. 
Steve Hochstadt 
Instructor in History 
simple statement .of fact, a fact at 
least suggestive to sexism, to which 
Mr. Damon responds with vitupera¬ 
tive remarks, and a padding out of 
the facts by including the lesser edi¬ 
torial posts in his calculations to 
achieve a one-to-one ratio in the 
“top six editorial positions.” 
Who applied for what post is 
secondary to the main point, that the 
top positions on The Bates Student's 
editorial board are, and have been in 
the past, held primarily by men. No 
one is calling Mr. Damon himself 
sexist, as his paranoid article sug¬ 
gests, either to his face or behind his 
back, and neither is this letter focus¬ 
ing primarily on the self-evidently 
sexist structure of the Student's 
staff. 
As Mr. Damon pointed out, in 
the finally rational ending of his dia¬ 
tribe, sexism is a much larger issue 
concerning all of society. 
One group on campus has started 
raising these issues, and isexamining 
the position women currently 
occupy in society. They are not 
accusing single groups, or individu¬ 
als, of sexism, although the essays by 
Damon and Bass, as well as an edi¬ 
torial essay imply that “a group” on 
campus is off-handedly labelling 
anything they don’t like as sexist. . 
This is not the case. There is no 
such group, and the only group your 
readers can associate with these ran¬ 
dom accusations is the newly- 
revived Women’s Awareness. This 
group has been revived by con¬ 
cerned women who wish to establish 
an environment where women’s 
issues can be discussed and debated 
for the good of all. 
As indicated by the large turnout 
at both recent meetings of the group 
(70 at the last meeting—men and 
women) there is a great deal of inter¬ 
est amongst students who wish to 
become aware of the social and 
political climate endured by all 
women in modern society. The 
resurrection of this group has appar¬ 
ently passed by unnoticed by the 
Continued on Page 15 
Newspaper Abuses Power 
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The Student Was Sexist 
To the Editor: 
In a September 24theditorial, the 
Bates Student issued a challenge to 
those who have accused the news 
paper of sexism to make those accu¬ 
sations in print. 
Based on a thorough reading of 
almost all issues published during 
the 1981-82 academic year (I may 
have missed one or two due to maib 
ing irregularities), I am willing to 
state without qualification that, 
during the past year, the Bates Stu¬ 
dent has been repeatedly and con¬ 
sistently sexist. Neither time nor 
space permit me to catalog all 
instances of sexism in the Student 
during that time, but the following 
are illustrative: 
^a) Sports coverage which consist¬ 
ently gave more importance to 
men’s athletics. 
b) A “Lempoon” edition in which 
almost all spoofs on women 
revolved around their sexuality. 
(This was not true of spoofs on 
men.) 
c) The publication of a “humor¬ 
ous poem about a young woman 
being raped—and loving every min¬ 
ute of it! 
The Student editorial cautioned 
that past practice should not be 
equated with current policy. This 
may be so. Beginning with the Sept. 
24 edition, the Student seems to 
have dropped its previous policy of 
writing about “basketball” and 
“women’s basketball,” “soccer” and 
“women’s soccer,” “cross-country” 
and “women’s cross-country,”etc.:— 
a practice that implied that women’s 
sports are but a pale imitation of the 
“real thing.” 
Congratulations on this change; I 
hope it is indicative of a new Bates 
Student. Nevertheless, given the past 
record of sexism, the burden of 
proof rests not with its critics, but 
with the Student. 
Jean L Potuchek 
Instructor in Sociology 
Sexism is a Societal Problem 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to a 
number of articles in the Oct. 1 issue 
of the Student. Since the human 
being issues forum concerning “Sex¬ 
ism at Bates” was held several weeks 
ago, there has been wild response 
from the paper in reference to the 
“accusation” that the Student is 
sexist. 
This internalization and over¬ 
reaction of a valid observation of an 
extra-curricular activity at Bates 
reveals a grave ignorance and misun¬ 
derstanding of the true nature of sex¬ 
ism as a societal problem on the 
parts of those reporters whoare feel¬ 
ing resentful. 
As I was quoted in the Sept. 24 
issue of the Student and will state 
again. Bates is a microcosm of 
American society. In this sense, the 
student organizations represent a 
metaphor for the actual institutions 
in the “real world.” The hierarchical 
internal set-up of student organiza¬ 
tions in American schools of any 
level reflects the comparable institu¬ 
tions of America itself. 
Now Suzie Sophomore would 
like to be the editor of the school 
newspaper. She is a good writer, has 
creative and innovative ideas, has 
shown evidence of being an excellent 
investigative reporter and is familiar 
with decision-making. 
She may not choose to apply for 
the position of editor since she has 
been working under a male staff all 
year that seizes control in areas such 
as the lampoon issue, weekly keg 
party reportage and strong report¬ 
ing of men’s sports. 
Furthermore, she knows from her 
primary socialization (specifically 
her parental traditional sex role 
models, her patriarchal religious 
background, the bombardment of 
mass media and, finally, popular 
culture) that she’s damn lucky to 
even have earned enough respect to 
be elected to the newspaper execu¬ 
tive board, the majority of which is 
still male. 
The fact that she does not run for 
the position of editor has very little 
to do with the actual organization 
being demonstratively sexist and 
actively discouraging her, as is mis¬ 
understood by several up-in-arms 
Student reporters. 
She does not run for editor, presi¬ 
dent, chairman or any other top 
position because her life has been 
filled with examples of men filling 
these roles and women “behind 
every great man.” Does it need to be 
spelled out? She simply is not condi- 
(Continued on Page 15) 
Correction 
Gail Fons ’83, now a senior repor¬ 
ter for The Bates Student, did in fact 
run for the position of assistant edi¬ 
tor last year. This fact was inadvert¬ 
ently left out of an editorial piece 
printed in the Sept. 24, 1982 issue of 
the Student. The fact still remains 
that no woman applied for the posi¬ 
tion of editor last year, however. 
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Faculty Pens Productive - 
More Books by Professors 
LABOR OF LOVE, Adams maids Rita and Yvette clean up a double. 
Student photo by Wolansky. 
The Maid Service: 
A Unique Institution 
by Patty McAndrew 
Staff Reporter 
That lovable Bates institution, the 
maid service, has been misnamed all 
these years. 
Although many students often 
refer to them as maids, Bernard Car¬ 
penter, vice president of business 
affairs, said that the people 
employed to clean and maintain the 
dorms and houses “are not maids 
but custodial people historically 
thought of as maids.” Approxi¬ 
mately 72 custodial persons, some 
part-time and others full-time, are 
employed by the college. 
According to James Carignan, 
dean of the college, “students have 
raised the issue before, whether or 
not this is something we need, and 
have asked if it would save money to 
cut down the service.” He continued, 
“We are interested in doing things 
the most efficient way possible, but 
not at the expense of quality. The 
continued attention is well worth the 
investment.” 
Carpenter commented, “We 
wouldn’t consider cutting down the 
service. The wear and tear on the 
buildings requires constant atten¬ 
tion. In order to maintain the quality 
of this institutional space, we must 
keep it on a daily basis, because oth¬ 
erwise it’s more expensive.” 
But Janet Swingle, sophomore 
disagrees. “1 think they should abol- 
by Jamie Merisotis 
Staff Reporter 
Consumer rights activist Ralph 
Nader will definitely be speaking at 
Bates on Thursday evening, October 
14, announced Representative 
Assembly (RA) Vice-President 
Simantha Costello at last Monday’s 
RA meeting. 
Nader will be paid 2,500dollars to 
speak at Bates and will be allotted 
approximately 200 dollars for 
expenses, stated Costello. The fee 
will be paid by various campus 
organizations willing to contribute. 
Coordinator of Student Activities 
James Reese will be meeting with 
the heads of these organizations to 
determine how much each group 
will be able to contribute. This 
should be finalized within the next 
week, according to Costello. 
Originally, the Nader trip to 
Maine was to include Bowdoin Col¬ 
lege as well as Bates. Bates turned 
down the joint venture when Bow¬ 
doin suggested that Nader speak at 
Bates in the afternoon and Bowdoin 
the same evening. 
The cost to bring Nader to both 
schools would have been approxi- 
ish they whole system of maintain¬ 
ing individual rooms. I think 
everyone is capable of cleaning their 
own rooms. 1 don’t believe it saves 
money in the long run.” 
The job description reads, “Typi¬ 
cal routine duties include, but are 
not restricted to, dusting, mopping, 
sweeping, cleaning restrooms...” 
But according to sources, the custo¬ 
dians have been known to cook 
breakfasts, iron shirts, fold laundry, 
make beds, and even watch Satur¬ 
day morning wrestling on television. 
Steve Law, a senior, commented 
that, “The maids in Adams are awe¬ 
some.” Rita Chenard has worked in 
Adams for ten years, and Yvette Bis- 
sonnette has been there for seven. 
Chenard said, “I’ve always been at 
Adams and I love it. 1 wouldn’t 
change for any other dorm. It’s a lot 
of work, but I enjoy it.” 
Bissonnette replied, “Some of the 
rooms are real pig pens, but we don’t 
mind cleaning them. When we come 
out, it definitely shows that we went 
in.” 
Lucia Binette, a custodian for 
Small House, has been employed by 
Bates for six years. She said that the 
house is more like a home to her, 
and that she is used to the mess 
because she has two children of her 
own. She commented, “I really like 
my work, the students are very 
cooperative.” 
mately 2000 dollars per school. 
“The administration decided it 
would be better for Bates if Nader 
came here in the evening instead of 
the afternoon when sporting events 
and other activities would have con¬ 
flicted,” stated Costello. She added 
that Bates would probably benefit 
from having Nader speak just at 
Bates because of his renowned 
reputation. 
by Bill Walsh 
Staff Reporter 
Faculty at Bates College are con¬ 
stantly publishing articles and 
manuscripts with not only the issue 
of tenure in mind, but also with the 
hope that their research will influ¬ 
ence important moral decisions in 
our society. 
Two faculty members. Assistant 
Professor of Political Science Wil¬ 
liam Corlett and Assistant Professor 
of Theater Paul Kuritz, have both 
dealt with vital issues in their manus¬ 
cripts and hope that political leaders 
will acknowledge the messages they 
are trying to relate. 
Corlett’s book. Political Commu¬ 
nity and the Problem of Time, deals 
with the political tactics, ideology 
and statecraft used by both Abra¬ 
ham Lincoln and Edmund Burke 
and is due to be published in the fall 
of 1983. 
Corlett said his aim is not to com¬ 
pare or contrast the statecrafts of 
18th century British Parliament 
member Burke with that of Lincoln, 
but rather to examine the two and 
come up with conclusions of his 
own. These conclusions, Corlett 
stressed, will be a theory of statecraft 
that will sustain over generations 
and keep the people and the govern¬ 
ment united. 
Lincoln, Corlett said, relied heav¬ 
ily on the power of the government’s 
leadership to keep the country in 
order after the Civil War. 
On the other hand, he continued, 
Burke relied on the old traditions of 
the British government and feared 
the freedom of the people. He felt, 
especially during the raging French 
Revolution, that if people got too 
excited about liberty their old values 
would die. 
To formulate an alternative 
method of statecraft, Corlett said he 
intends to use Burke’s ideas of tradi¬ 
tion and Lincoln’s views on the 
power of leadership to keep order. 
Corlett said he feels that statecraft 
can only exist over a long period of 
time if the “community and individ¬ 
ual are compatible.” He advocates 
that each individual must be “his 
own tradition” and as a result will 
take pride in himself. 
If an individual takes pride in him¬ 
self, Corlett said, he then can take 
pride in his community. Moreover, 
Corlett urges public ownership, “not 
as a means of production, but public 
ownership of the planet.” In other 
words, there must be a balance 
between community ownership and 
private interests of individuals to 
result in pride in one’s community 
and country. 
This theory of statecraft, Corlett 
hopes, will create a system of gov¬ 
ernment that will last for genera¬ 
tions. Corlett has also written 
articles on this same theory which 
were sponsored by a Roger Schmutz 
Research Grant. 
Kuritz published his book. Play¬ 
ing: An Introduction to Acting, in 
1978. The book—widely acclaimed— 
deals with different techniques that 
go into developing an actor. “You 
can’t teach someone how to act,” 
Assistant professor of 
POLITICAL SCIENCE William 
Corlett is just one member of the 
prolific Bates faculty. Student 
photo by Schappach. 
Kuritz said, but added that he hopes 
his book will give students the 
knowledge of character interpreta¬ 
tions and various other essentials for 
an acting career. 
Kuritz has also been asked to 
write a book covering the history of 
the theater, tentatively called The 
Making of Theater History. 
Society’s 
(Continued from page 14) 
tioned as an American female to “go 
for it.” 
This argument is also applicable 
to the predominance of male faculty 
at Bates College and need not be 
repeated. 
I am thinking about political, eco¬ 
nomic and social dominance of 
males in (our) society. I am not talk¬ 
ing about The Bates Student, Repre¬ 
sentative Assembly or any other 
school club based in Lewiston, 
Maine. 
I am talking about the woman 
who would like to try for a top posi¬ 
tion on the staff of The New York 
Times, not because its fun extra cur¬ 
ricular, brownie-point-laden-for- 
graduate-school activity, but be¬ 
cause she needs to earn that money 
to support herself and because she 
has every right as a qualified individ¬ 
ual to hold that position. 
The true nature of societal sexism 
is only reflected in the constitution 
of the executive positions in student 
- organizations. It is shortsighted fora 
student organization like The Bates 
Student to try and defend itself 
against sexism of which it is an 
inherent victim if not fully aware of 
societal tendencies. 
Real sexism goes back a longtime 
ago to first grade when girls natu¬ 
rally accepted the fact that boys were 
better in mathematics and sciences 
and that girls better help mommy in 
the kitchen because they should 
learn to do it well since they’d inevit¬ 
ably be doing it. 
To rationalize that an institution 
is not sexist merely because women 
do not try to break through the bar¬ 
riers and therefore cannot serve as 
representatives of their sex is pure, 
unadulterated ignorance. Is the insti- 
In his forthcoming book, which is 
due to be published in 1985, Kuritz 
proposes to trace the theater’s his¬ 
tory from the Greeks to modern-day 
theater. Kuritz said he is also con¬ 
cerned with the trend that the 
theater has taken through history. 
He said he feels that the quality of 
the theater has dramatically declined 
ever since actors became dependent 
upon private industry for income. 
Instead of attempting to benefit 
the people with a high level art form, 
Kuritz said that today’s actors are 
trying to produce what will be most 
profitable. The theater professor 
quoted Plato as saying, “Society 
produces what it values.” He went 
on to point out that Americans 
value money greatly over the arts. 
As a possible solution Kuritz said 
he advocates a government- 
subsidized theater, but more impor¬ 
tant is a need for all classes of 
Americans to be exposed to higher 
quality art forms. 
“Knowledge is all that is needed to 
change people, Kuritz said, adding 
that once Americans have the 
opportunity to enjoy this “good” 
theater, they will not want to revert 
back to the commercialized theater 
of today. 
Kuritz hopes that further adminis¬ 
trations will look seriously at the 
decline in the value of the arts. 
Both Corlett and Kuritz stress 
radical changes, and by using their 
manuscripts as stepping stones, 
hope that their goals will be a little 
easier to reach. 
Problem 
tution of the American presidency 
unsexist because women are just as 
free to run it as men? 
As the next generation of power¬ 
holding and child-rearing adults in 
America, let’s try to be a little more 
concerned with finding out/chang¬ 
ing why sexism is an age-old and 
continuing feature of society instead 
of fighting between ourselves in the 
egocentric areas of individual resent¬ 
ment and college newspaper self¬ 
conception. 
Ellen Weiss ’83 
Power Abuse 
(Continued from page 14) 
prize-winning editorial staff of The 
Bates Student. 
There is no need, at this point, to 
go into the many failings of the 
paper as a representative of the stu¬ 
dent body. Suffice it to say that the 
privileged position held by journal¬ 
ists in society is one of great power, 
power to affect and change opinion, 
which should be used to responsibly 
serve the community at large. 
This power, based on journalistic 
accuracy and integrity, is flagrantly 
abused weekly by The Bates 
Student. 
For the newspaper to accuse the 
student body of apathy and ignor¬ 
ance is absurd when one considers 
that the only source of information 
available to most students, i.e. the 
newspaper, has neither the inclina¬ 
tion nor the ability to comprehen¬ 
sively analyze the many important 
issues of the day. 
Based upon these conclusions, 
we, the undersigned, feel a change in 
editorial policy is called for. 
Signed, 
Timothy Lea ’83 e t al 
Need Money? 
Sell Student ads 
Nader to Speak Thursday 
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DATES 
October 12 - 13 (Tues. & Wed.) 
TIME 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
PLACE 
Chase Hall 
PRICES 
/ 
MOST LARGE PRINTS 
$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00 
MOST SMALL PRINTS 
$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00 
inflQirws 
EXHIBITION 
AND SALE of 
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 
NEW THIS YEAR: 
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS • 
ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM, 
and more. 
FEATURING: Old Masters, 
Impressionists, The Group of 
Seven, Woodland Indian and 
Oriental Art, O’Keeffe, 
British Museum and 
Exhibition Posters, Eschers, 
Curtis, Rockwell, and others. 
OVER 700 
DIFFERENT IMAGES 
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The Bates Student 
Goes To Portland 
P:£tU Two weekends ago, a group of eight reporters and photo¬ 
graphers from The Bates Student traveled to Portland to take a 
look at what the Old Port Exchange had to offer. 
Most Batesies take their parents to Beans during Parent’s 
Weekend. We’re not denying that there’s no fun involved in 
going to Bean’s, but if you’re tired of doing that, we suggest 
Portland. 
In today’s Leisure section, you can read the reports filed by 
our staff and judge from the photos whether there’s anything 
for you to do there. 
We had fun. We think you will to. 
It’s just a 40 minute jaunt down the Maine turnpike 
The Old Port: 
a Historical Chronicle 
by Derek Anderson 
News Editor 
While walking through the eigh¬ 
teenth century cobblestone streets 
and glancing at the Victorian archi¬ 
tecture of Old-Town Portland, vis¬ 
itors are easily struck by tne history 
of this 350-year-old city. 
It all began in 1632, when two 
ambitious settlers, Richard Tucker 
and George Cleeves, built a house 
and developed a fur trade with the 
local Indians. With time, over forty 
families settled in the area and in 
1658, the community was given the 
name of Falmouth. During this 
period, several mills and a tannery 
were built and Falmouth became a 
maritime center, due to its natural 
harbor. 
During the Revolutionary War, 
Falmouth was bombarded by the 
British fleet and fires spread 
throughout the town. In all, 414 of 
Falmouth’s 500 buildings were 
destroyed. 
Once the Revolution ended, the 
community began to re-build itself 
and was re-named Portland. By 
1820, the population of the small 
city was over 8,000 and it had 
become a major eastern port, ship¬ 
ping 39,000 tons of cargo a year. 
When Maine separated from 
Massachusetts and became its own 
state in 1820, Portland served as the 
capitol for 12 years. By this time, 
Portland’s population was over 
13,000 and it had become a principal 
commercial center of New England. 
During the mid-nineteenth cen¬ 
tury, Portland and the state of 
Maine reached a golden era. Maine 
handled more than one third of the 
total shipping in the United States 
and controlled the trade with the 
West Indies in particular. Portland 
exported lumber products and ice to 
the West Indies and exchanged them 
for molasses, becoming the second 
largest molasses port in the country. 
This great success came to an 
abrupt end on July 4, 1866, when a 
fire destroyed a large section of the 
city. The property loss was calcu¬ 
lated at more than six million dol¬ 
lars, which was over a quarter of 
Portland’s assessed valuation. This 
time, 1.800 buildings were des¬ 
troyed, leaving 10,000 people 
homeless. 
Within two years the city was 
almost completely re-built and Por¬ 
tland regained prosperity, largely 
because it became a major railroad 
center. By 1872, 65 trains stopped 
daily in Portland, and much of their 
cargo was exported around the 
world. 
The poet Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow, who wrote Hiawatha, 
The Courtship of Mites Standish 
and Midnight Ride of Paul Revere, 
was a prominent citizen of Portland 
during this time period. His child¬ 
hood house still stands on Congress 
Streetand is in the National Register 
of Historic Places. It was built in 
1785 and is being maintained by 
grants from the Department of the 
Interior, the Department of Hous¬ 
ing and Urban Development and the 
City of Portland. 
GREATER PORTLAND 
CELEBRATION 350 
Great Gift Shops in Portlands Old Port 
by Kim Lilly 
Staff Reporter 
Portland’s Old Port is the perfect 
place for Christmas shopping, buy¬ 
ing souveneirs of Maine or just 
spending the last check that Mom 
and Pop so obligingly sent. 
There are record shops, card 
shops, toy stores, book stores, 
novelty shops, clothing stores, 
exotic food stores, and any other 
type of shop which you could ever 
want. 
Each of these shops is original in 
its own way. One of the more unique 
is A Likely Storey, a children’s 
book and game store. Located on 
Exchange Street, most of the all- 
time favorite childhood stories are 
sold here, along with the newest in 
children’s books. 
The manager knows the author 
and plot of just about every child¬ 
ren’s story and will order any book 
which is not carried by the shop. 
However, this reporter is convinced 
that young and old will be able to 
find their favorite childhood story at 
A Likely Storey. 
The Shipwreck and Cargo Com¬ 
pany located on Moulton Street 
specializes in brass and nautical 
goods. The prices are very reason¬ 
able and the service is superb. 
Some of the more inteiesting 
items include a large selection of 
barometers, brass doll beds, trunks, 
candle sticks, lanterns, and even sets 
of brass jailer’s keys. This store is 
especially good for those hard-to- 
buy-for people on your Christmas 
list; you’re bound to find something 
for everyone at The Shipwreck and 
Cargo Company. 
If you’re more into wood than 
brass, the Bowl and Board is the 
store for you. Located on Fore 
Street this store offers everything 
that can possibly be made from 
wood. 
The favorite items are wooden 
trains, trucks, boats, boxes, bowls, 
cups, and saucers. Crafted from 
cedar, teak, birch, maple, fir, and 
mahogony, the craftmanship is 
impeccable, and some of the smaller 
inlaid jewelry boxes are absolutely 
gorgeous. 
Any reader of Vogue or Cosmo 
will want to spend hours browsing 
through Armaryllis, a boutique spe¬ 
cializing in designer Chinese and 
East Indian clothing. The prices are 
a bit steep but the silk kimonoes, 
prairie vests, suits and Indian print 
dresses are some of the finest availa¬ 
ble in Maine. 
The multitude of shops in the Old 
Port make it nearly impossible to 
review them all, but you get the idea. 
The smart Batesie will take the 
family to Portland this weekend— 
but make sure the checkbook and 
Mastercharge are brought along. 
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The Bar Scene in Portland -A Good Time For A U 
by Richard Bauer 
Special to the Student 
No critique of a city would be 
complete without a listing of the 
bars to frequent and the bars to miss. 
This is particularly true of the Old 
Port because of the abundance of 
drinking establishments in such a 
constricted area makes choosing a 
good place to tip a few more difficult; 
unless, of course, you have the con¬ 
stitution and bank roll allowing you 
to visit each establishment and 
decide for yourself. 
This reporter, with a somewhat 
extensive drinking career, has tried 
to pick a good cross section of the 
more reputable places in the Old 
Port. 
J’s Oyster Bar: located on 5 Por¬ 
tland Pier, J’s is a small place which 
overflows with local color. It is the 
ideal setting to rub elbows with the 
local yokels while enjoying a light 
meal and a few drinks. 
Most of J’s is taken up by the 
ovster and drink bar which boasts 
surprisingly comfortable stools. If 
one is lucky enough to grab one of 
the tables along the windows, one 
can enjoy the rustic view of the fish¬ 
ing trawlers. 
The food and drinks, like the sur¬ 
roundings, are basic and inexpen¬ 
sive. Although lacking a Happy 
Hour, J’s reasonable prices and 
fairly strong drinks make for a fes¬ 
tive atmosphere. They offer a par¬ 
ticularly good pina eolada. and the 
strawberry daiquiri looked refreshing. 
The food, on the other hand, was 
not as good as might be expected. 
The oysters were reported as being 
very good, although the chili was 
cold and one high placed Bates Siu- 
dent official decided that Bates'clam 
chowder was tastier than that served 
at .Is. 
However, good things have been 
heard about J’s Oyster Bar. so per¬ 
haps our group caught the rather 
harried and not overlv-friendly wai¬ 
tresses at a bad time. This reporter 
suggests visiting .Is in the late after¬ 
noon so that if it’s still below par 
there’s time to visit someplace else. 
The F. Parker Reidy’s Bar: 
l ocated on 83 Exchange Place, this 
is a typical restaurant-bar in that its 
main function is as a place to hang 
out until your table is ready. The 
atmosphere is Victorian with deep, 
comfortable scats and expensive 
brass ornaments, paid for perhaps 
by the slightly over-priced drinks. 
The hard drink selection is exten¬ 
sive. offering the newer, fancy 
drinks- for example “The Oreo 
Cookie.” as well as most of the top 
shelf liquors. Beer is a dirty word at 
F. Parker’s with only a few of the big 
names to choose from and only 
Michclob on draft. 
A Happy Hour could be a big 
plus, but they obviously have no 
intension of starting one. F. Parker 
Reidy’s might be a nice quiet place 
for a couple to stop, but if you’re 
looking for a rip-roaring good time 
keep walking. 
On the other hand. Horsefeath- 
er’s. on the top of the Old Port, is 
more than just a restaurant-bar. The 
bar itself is large with room fora lot 
of happy people and plenty of tables 
for all. Five music is offered at least 
four times a week and even though it 
tends to lean towards the more mel¬ 
low sounds, a good crowd can get 
the band smoking on a weekend 
night. 
Like F. Parker Reidy’s. the bar at 
Horscfeathers can make you any 
drink you could possibly want. They 
are priced a little better than at 
Portland: a Model City 
by Margaret Orto 
Arts Editor 
Twenty years ago downtown Por¬ 
tland stood in oblivion. 
Today, celebrating its 350th anni¬ 
versary, intown Portland has a revi¬ 
talized face which has emerged out 
of its former anonymity. 
Attributing the success of this 
“model city” to one particular event 
is hard to do. Many feel that it is a 
series of events which has created 
such an affluent and attractive 
downtown area. 
Several years ago, individuals 
expressed faith in Portland and said 
so. Federal funds were received 
during the 60’s and 70’s and Port¬ 
land matched these funds through 
local efforts. About a decade ago, 
craft enthusiasts were attracted to 
the historical “downtown” and 
began opening small shops. 
At present, there is a myriad of 
craftspeople, restauranteurs, and 
entrepreneurs who inhabit center 
city Portland. Office space and 
apartments are available above the 
ground floor shops of the Old Port. 
On a particularly busy Saturday 
afternoon, the Bates Student crew 
strolled through the Old Port area 
stopping at galleries, shops, ice 
cream parlors and whatever else 
suited their fancies. 
Beginning at the corner of Middle 
and Exchange Streets in Tommy 
Park, Student photographer Peter 
Scarpaci recorded the start of our 
journey behind a small bandstand in 
the green. Here, in the summer, local 
talent performs at noon. 
Heading down Exchange Street, 
this reporter stepped inside the 
Handcrafter’s Gallery. Displaying 
all American art in the gallery, the 
current show features the Maine 
jeweler Michael Good. When asked 
why he had opened a gallery in 
Maine, the manager of Handcraf¬ 
ter’s replied, “I was tired of New 
York City.” He’s been in Portland 
for almost 7 years. 
Continuing down Exchange Street 
one passes 34 Exchange Street, a 
restaurant which features the best in 
French cuisine in the area. 
Also on Exchange Street is The 
Exchange, a movie theater offering a 
mixture of current box office hits 
and more offbeat movies. Some of 
October’s listings include “Midnight 
Cowboy,” “Opera Prima;” a Span¬ 
ish film, “New York, New York” 
and “Polyester.” 
Just around the corner on Fore 
Street is the Nickelodeon Cinemas. 
If something doesn’t please the avid 
movie buff at The Exchange, the 
Nickelodeon’s three movie theaters 
may have something to offer. 
Haagen-Daaz ice cream is served at 
the Nickelodeon. 
A bike rental shop is across the 
street from The Nickelodeon. Bikes 
provide a faster way to view the area, 
although those not possessed of a 
good sense of balance may find the 
cobblestoned streets difficult to ride 
on. 
Further down the hill, visitors 
find the Portland waterfront. A 
number of excursion and fishing 
boats leave from these docks. To the 
west of the Old Port is the Portland 
International ferry offering trans¬ 
portation to Yarmouth and Nova 
Scotia. 
The Portland Civic Center is not 
far from the center of the Old Port. 
Here one can view a hockey game, 
pop singers or the Ringling Broth¬ 
ers, Barnum & Bailey Circus. 
Something to look forward to is a 
spring visit to downtown Portland. 
A new arts museum will be opening 
on Congress Street and will house a 
special collection of Winslow 
Homer’s paintings given to the 
museum by the Payson family. 
Portland is a city you won’t get 
tired of. Whenever a little free time 
comes your way, a short trip south 
on the Maine turnpike will provide 
you with sights and entertainments 
for a pleasant day or evening. 
ORPHAN ANNIE’S 
% COURT ST. 
,4 CURIO SHOP 
TEL. 782-0638 4- AUBURN, ME. 
Mon-Sun 10-5 
Reidy’s but you still won’t be getting 
any bargains. There is no Happy 
Hour but you can get all the free 
popcorn you can eat. 
Other pluses include competent 
waitresses, a unique telephone 
booth, and for the guvs, a sports- 
page hung in a very useful place. 
Three Dollar Dewey's Ale House: 
Dewey's located on the corner of 
Union and Four, is a beer drinkers 
paradise. Offering 65-70 different 
kinds of beers it boasts one of the 
widest selections of beer in all of 
Northern New England. The ales are 
mostly from the British Isles and 
Germany, but are certainly not 
limited to those areas. 
Beers from Denmark. Mexico. 
Australia. Japan, and many other 
countries will leave no connoisseur 
wanting. The regular Miller Liteand 
Budweiser are absent from the menu 
but certainly not missed. 
Our group enjoyed a modest sam¬ 
pling of what was offered and no one 
was disappointed. The Carlsburg 
Dark (Denmark). Dos Eques (Mex¬ 
ico). Aass Bock (no comments 
please) and Veux Double Maxim 
(England) are all dark beers with 
plenty of taste and kick. If your taste 
buds are more inclined to a lighter 
beer, try the Carlsburg Elephant or 
some of the harder to obtain Molson 
brands. 
Even if you're not a beer drinker. 
Three Dollar Dewey’s has some¬ 
thing to offer. Their hard cider is 
simply the best and they also offer a 
full selection of hard liquor drinks. 
The atmosphere is friendly and 
comfortable and many of the custo¬ 
mers take advantage of the cribbagc. 
Scrabble. Uno. and of course the 
ever popular backgammon games. 
The beers offered at Dewey’s are 
usually expensive, however his pri¬ 
ces are quite reasonable. Prices 
range from one dollar even for a 
bottle of Tiger Head Ale to $25.00 
for an Altenmiinster two liter jug. 
Most of the beers were in the $1.50 
range, but when you consider you 
get all the popcorn you can eat for 
free its not a bad deal. 
For beer drinkers and their 
friends Three Dollar Dewey’s is 
worth the trip from Bates. 
Unfortunately, due to lack of 
funds and sobriety we were not able 
to visit all the bars on our list, espe¬ 
cially some of the more popular ones 
with rock bands seven nights a week. 
Good things have been heard about 
Kayo’s, Squire Morgan’s, Moose 
Alley Saloon. The Free Street Pub, 
and the Old Port Tavern. 
471 Sabbatus Street 
Lewiston 
Save 50^ on 
a Big Beef 
hamburger, 
Chicken-on-a-Roll 
or Fishamajig 
sandwich or platter. 
This coupon entitles 
bearer to 50c off any Big 
Beef'” hamburger. 
Chicken-on-a-Roll. or 
Fishamajig'' sandwich or plat 
ter. Limit One coupon per 
item purchased. This coupon 
cannot be used with any 
other promotional offer. Offer 
expires October 24 1982 
0y 
Save 5(K 
on any 
Friendly 
platter. 
i(K\ 
This coupon entitles 
bearer to 50c off any 
Friendly" platter. Limit: 
One coupon per item pur- 
This coupon cannot 
be used with any other pro¬ 
motional offer. Offer expires 
October 24 1982. 
Save 5(K 
on any 
sundae. 
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HE A R Holly Near in concert October 10 at 
Bates College 
SEE Holly Near in person on October 11 
at DeOrsey’s 1-2 PM 
BUY Holly Near’s new album “Speed of Light’ 
at DeOrsey’s autographs available 
St. Joseph’s Federal Credit Union 
HORSE FEATHERS is a worthwhile stop while in Portland. Student photo by Scarpaci. 
M -j 
DcORSEY’S 
RECORD £r AUDIO SHOPS 
Lewiston Mall — East Ave. 
784-6766 
Welcomes Bates Students to Enjoy Our 
• CONVENIENT LOCATION 
• FREE CHECKING 
• CHECK CASHING PRIVILEGES FOR MEMBERS 
• 5.75% INTEREST ON CHECKING 
9-5 Mon.-Tliurs. 
9-7 Friday 
9-12 Saturday 
381 Main Street, Lewiston 
784-5435 
Over 50 Beers from around the world 
Maine’s Best Chili (V" 
PILSNERS 
cA° LAGERS WEIZEN’S 
^ BEVERAGE B/XRK o5& W?d&/L 
23+^ (ANN si. cn&Rn 
TEL: 733-7787 
Are your bottles and cans building up? Becoming a 
hassle? 
Have no fear, because the Auburn Redemption 
Center is here - to serve you. 
Fast, courteous service! Full refund. No Limit. 
Then just step into our beverage barn and check out 
our special low discount prices. 
Coca-Cola (16 oz - 8 pk) $1.99 
Pepsi (16 oz - 6 pk) $1.59 
Bar Bottles - Cases 
Old Milwaukee $6.49 
Busch $7.99 
Miller Lite $9.55 
Budweiser $9.56 
Prices do not include ueoosit/tox. 
We also carry kegs. 
We’re located in the heart of the city between the 
north and south bridge on Main St. in Auburn. 
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Keep in Touch 
We’re sure that your letters home are 
very thoughtful and informative. And 
there’s just no replacement for that per¬ 
sonal touch. However, consider this: you 
can’t find a more informative and com¬ 
plete source of Bates College news and 
information than in the weekly editions 
of The Bates Student. You can take a 
minute to try. See? 
The Student is more than news. Our 
feature writers bring you weekly special 
reports and stories that look behind the 
headlines to give you an in-depth view of 
the college.- Student photographers 
know that a picture can tell a thousand 
words, and they provide interesting 
shots every week to prove it. 
Wouldn’t you like to supplement your 
letters home with this interesting and 
informative news source? Now’s the 
time. Just clip the coupon below and 
mail it to us. We’ll send The Student 
home for the rest of the year and bill you 
for $11.00 - that’s $2.50 off our regular 
subscription rate. If you wish, you can 
enclose payment. Your family will 
appreciate the weekly updates they’ll be 
getting. 
Even if you do forget to write. 
Clip and mail coupon to The Bates Student, Box 309, Bates College, 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
Payment enclosed 
Bill me later 
Name__±_ 
Address__ 
City_State__Zip_ 
